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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCIION

Section l.

I-1. Scope

This manual contains operating instructions
and maintenance procedures for Receiver-
Phase Comparatoi C.Vr364/G (hereinafter
called the vlf-12B receiver-phase comparator,
or simply the vlf-128), which is a major com-
ponent of Station Timing Units for Automatic
Digital Message Switching Centers AN/FYQ-
42(V)L throush AN/FYQ-4Z(V)12 and
AN/FYQ-42 (V) T1, which are part of the
automatic d,igital network (AUTODIN). This
manual is divided into five chapters. Chapter
1 contains Eeneral information and technica:l
characteristics; chapter 2 contains installation
procedures and complete operating instruc-
tions; chapter 3 describes the principles of
operation; chapter 4 provides instructions for
maintaining and overhauling the equipment;
and chapter 5 explains location of illustrations
which support this equipment.

l-2. lndexes of Equipmeni Publicotions
u,. Neu; E tl,,itions, Changes, or Additiona|

Publ;icatiotu. Determine whether there are
any new editions, changes, or additional in-
formation pertaining to your equipment by
referring to DA Pam 310-4 (Army),
NAVSANDA Pub 2002 (Navy), or Numerical
Index and Requirement Table T. O. 0-1-01N
(Air Force).

b. Motlification Work Orders. Refer to the
latest edi.tion of DA Pam 310-7 to determine
whether there are any Modification Work
Orders (MWO's) pertaining to the equipment.

I -3. Forms ond Records

a. Repor-t of Unsatisfactory E quipment.
Report unsatisfactory equipment in accordance
witl procedures in TM 3&750 (Army), NW

GENERAL

00-35-546 (Navy), or TO-00-35D-54 (Air
Force).

b. Report of Packaging and Hand.ling
Deficiencies, Fill out and forward DD Form
6 (Report of Packaging and Handling Defi-
ciencies) as prescribed in AR 700-58 (Army),
NAVSUP Pub 378 (Navy), or AFR 71-4
(Air Force).

c. DiscrepancE in Shi,pment Report. Fill
out and forward Discrepancy in Shipment Re-
poit (DISREP) (SF 361) as prescribed in AR
55-38 (Army), NAVSUP Pub 459 (NavY),
or AFM 75-34 (Air Force).

d,. Report of Maintenance. Records and re-
ports of preventive maintenance and repairs
must be made in accordance with procedures
in TM 38-750 (Army), OPNAV Form 4700,
Subject: Planned Maintenance System Feed-
back Report (Navy), or AFM 66-1 (Air
Force).

e. Report of Equipment Mantals Improrte-
ments. Report of errors, omissions, and recom-
mendations for improving this manual by the
individual user is encouraged. Repofts should
be submitted on DA Form 2028 (Recom-
mended Changes to DA Publications) and
forwarded to Commanding General, U. S.
Army Electronics Command, ATTN: AMSEI-
ME-NMP-AD Fort Monmouth, New Jersey
07703 (Army); NAVSHIPS 5600/2 (REV
10-67) (Formenly NAVSHIPS 4914) and
forwarded to: Commander, Naval Electronics
System Command, ATTN: 0451C, Washington
D. C. 20360 (Navy); or AFTO Form
22 (Technical Order System Publications De.
ficiency Report) and forwarded to: Command-
er, Oklahoma City Air Materiel Area, ATTN:
OCNDT (B-F), Tinker Air Force Base, Ok.
73145 (Air Force).

t-t
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Seclion ll. DESCRIPTION AND DAIA

I -4. Mojor Components

Table 1-1 of this manual lists the major com-
ponents, by nomenclature, name, and part
number of the vlf-l2B receiver-phase com-
parator, serial numhrs 12?-132 and 179-180.
The items in the part number column followed
by an asterisk indicate printed-circuit boards
to which changes have been made in the vlf-
12B, serial numbers 179-180. All changes
have been indicated, as alternates, on the sche-
matics and parts pla.ement diagrams. Table
1-2 lists the differences between circuit boards
in serial num,bers 722-Lg2 and 179-180.

Table 1-1, Maior Cotnponetuta

cl6tuE N,m Psrr lilo.

A1 RF Amplifier and 330039-101 .
First Mixer.

A2 IF and AcC Ampli- 200139-101 ,i

fiers.
A4 Normal-Mode Second 200151-101

Mixe!.
.4.5 Three Flip-Ftops

and Gates,
200160-101

A6 focal Oscillator and 200163-101
vco.

A7 Mod-10 Counter 2O\OZZ-|OT
A8 Mod-10 Count€r 2OOOZZ-7O}
Ag Four Flip-Flop8 200016-102
A10 One-Shot and Reset ZO}L'7-LOL
Al2 Slow-Loop Synthesizer 2001?1-101 *

and Phase Detector.

Table 1-1, Majot Cortupotuents-Co[finued

A13

414

A15

A16
A1?
A18
A19
A20

.{21

422

A23

424

Nme Psrt No.

Fast-Loop Synthesizer
and Phase Det€ctor.

100-KC. Amplifier
and Phase Shift€r.

Servo and AGC
Phase Detectors.

1-KC IF Amplifier
Servo Cutout
Servo-Motor Driver
Audio Amplifier
I lz-Volt Power

Supply.

2001G8-101 +

200154-101 *

200433-101 +

200142-70L
2001?7-101 *
20017 4-L0t *
200136-101 +

240724-101 *

Table 1-2. Di,fferenooe in Circuit Boardl
S€dal No.

122-L32

Mod-10 10G KC-to- 200022-log
10-KC Divider.

Mod-1010-KC-to- 2OOO22-1O\
1-I(C Divider.

Mod-10 l-[C-to- 2OOO22-|O3
100-PPS Divider.

?6.8-Itc-to-100- 200394-101
KC Converter.

Output Buffers 200165-101
Servo Assembly 300034-101
cHANNELSELEC- 460063-101

TOR Thumbwheel
Switches.

RF Int€rfelence Fitter
Loudspeaker
Chart Becorder
Accessory Kit (Power

Cable, Card Extrac-
tor, and Card Ex-
t€nder).

Sed.l No.
170-180

425
421
A28

L1

T]

Circuit

A1 s18l
slRil
s1B6
S1R7
s1n9
R8
Rl9
Q6
Q7, QlA
L1
cR4-CR7
Q1
q2
Q?
Rl6

A2

At2
Al3
AL4
415

3480 ohms
348 ohms
34.8 ohme
3,48 ohns
0,5 ohm
390 ohms
6.2 K

2N2222
25 mh
1N270
2N1169
2N1319
2N1996
2.2K

ii,3K
330 ohms
33 ohms
3.3 ohms
0.51 ohm
180 ohms (sensistor)
3K
2N3643
2N3643
22 ri\
1N625
sM8481
2N2334
sM8481
1.6K

1-2
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To,bl.e 1-2. Dillercncea in Circuit Boar.ls-Continued

Cilcuit
d6

R26
R28
811
R12
Q7, Q9
Q8, Q1O
R12
R7
R2,817
cR19, cR20

S€ri,l No,
tz2-132

21.5K
3,6 meg
3K
3K
2N3638
2N3646
68 ohms
None
Not used
None

Hrl No.
1?9-rE0

20.6K
2,7 tueg
2.1K
1.5K (sensistor)
2N4L27
2N3567
82 ohm8
200 ohms
Removed
1N270

At?

A18

A19
A20

I -5. Uses ond Copobilities

a. GeneNLL The vlf-12B, shown in figure
1-1, is a highly sensitive, ultra-stable instru-
ment designed for phase-locked reception and
tracking of vlf standard time and frequency
transmissions. The major application of the
vlf-128 is to provide data representing the
cumulative frequency offset between a vlf fre-
quency time transmission and a local frequency
standard. The frequency offset is recorded in
microseconds on a time difference register on
a chart recorder located on the front panel.
This information is used to calibrate the local
frequency standard and to determine the crys-
tal oscillator aging characteristics. Accuracies
of 1 part in 10" over approximately a B0-minute
measurement interval and 2 parts in 10" over
a 24-hour observation interval are readily ob-
tainable. Uses of the vlf-12B receiver-phase
comparator include the following:

(1) Frequency measurement, calibration,
and performance monitoring of precision crys-
tal oscillators, atomic frequency standards,
and other comparably stable frequency sources.

(2) Timing and synchronization of pre-
cision clock systems.

(3) Investigation of vlf propagation phe-
nomena,

(4) Navigation through use of stabilized
carrier techniques.

b. Frequency M eosurement, Cakbratinn, atd,
Standnrdizattion.

(1) Us€ of the vlf-lZB for frequency
calibration of any frequency standard having:
an available 100-kc or l-mc output is simple
and direct. The relative frequency error be-
tween the local frequency standard and the

received vlf carrier signal may be observed on
the time difference register (MICROSEC-
ONDS counter). Rate a time difference can
be directly interpreted as a fractional irequency
error in the local standard; thus, a phase rate
of 1 psec in a 1O0-second lime interval repre-
sents a fractional frequency deviation of 1 part
in 10".

(2) To appreciate the magaitude of the
time ratios involved, consider that:

1 min : 60 sss : 10'Asec
t hr : 3600 sec : 3.6 x 10'ssec
1 day = 8.64 x 10'sec : 8.64 x 10" l6ec

and
I /,sec/min : 1.66? x l0-"
1 psec/hr : 2.78 x 10-'"
L psec/ day : 1.16 x 10-"

Corresponding frequmcy ernors ar€ ex-
pressed:

Af
Fractional frequency error = 

- 
:

f
Difference in psec

x 10-'
Elapsed bime in sec

(3) Calculotion can be made using the
time-difference information taken from the
chart recorder. Full-scale deflection of the
chart tra,ce represents a 100-psec phase change,
either positive or negative as the case may be,
and frequency comparisons to an accuracy of
parts in 10' relative to bhe received vlf carrier
can be obtained w,ithin an interval of 10 to 30
minutes.

IJ



(4) In reading the chart records of the
accumulated phase error, it must be recognized
that the recorder displays a maximum incre-
mental range of 100 psec. The total change in
phase over an elapsed time interval can be
obtained, however, by keeping a record of the
full excursions of the recorder and by com-
parsion with the digital time-difference regis-
ter. A discontinuity in the record occurs at
the flyback point on the continuous-rotation
recording potentiometer, trut no data is lost
because the trace will continue from the op-
posite edge of the chart. Frequency drift or
aging characteristics of the oscillator can best
be visualized by converting the basic data to
a daily "frequency error" plot.

(5) Proper use of the vlf-128 record
makes it possible to determine the performance
of a local precision oscillator between calibra-
tion periods. After an initial run-in period,
a crystal oscillator has a relatively constant
aging rate. That is, its frequency becomes,
for example, higher each d,ay at a uniform
rate. During the run-in period the aging rate
is changing rapidly, but can be projected for
several days.

(6) The run-in period consists of one to
four months of continuous operation. Once
placed in operation the oscillator should never
be turned off; the entire run-in period must
be repeated each time the oscillator is restafted.

(7) In using the vlf-l2B with its chart
recorder, it is important to know that the pen
indicates change in phase; the movement of
the chart indicates this change in phase as a
function of time. Change in phase per unit
time is frequency, so the slope of the pen line
is frequency (.rate) error. Change in the slope
is chairge in rate error. These errors can be
determined by continuous monitoring or by
short monitoring periods at regular intervals.

(8) Precision of measurement is a func-
tion of observation noise, which is related to
chart trace width and the period of observation
or the perriod between observations, if the
local oscillator is predictable between periods.
For periods of one day, a typical high-quality
crystal oscillator can be assumed to be predict-
able. An example of measurement and adjust-
ment procedure is given below.

l-{

(9) Assume that observations are made
once a day. On the firsb day (t') the local fre-
quency standard was not adjusted. The second
day (t') there is an indicated time error on
the chart recorder and time-difference regis-
ter of + 50 psec. If the elapsed time between
observations was 10' smonds (slightly over
one day), the eror in the frequency standard
from nominal (f") ll-as:

50 x 10' sec erroill :f"x5x10"
10' sec elapsed timo

The frequency for that 24-hour period lvas
f : f" + f", assuming no appleciable aging
error.

(10) Ordinarily, the local frequency stand-
ard will have an adjustment knob with dial
markings in incrernents of 1 pp 10'". Adjust
the knob 5 divisions to correct the frequency.
The next day's observation indicates the ac-
curacy of this adjustment by the resulting
slope of the line.

(11) After the run-in period, the time
gained each day will be vidually constant,
and, if necessary, the frequency standard may
be adjusted with considerable confidence with-
out making a new ob,servation, or the period
between' observations can be increased.

(12) In some applications it may be de-
sirable that the oscilrlator be slightly over-
compensated rather than set exactly on fre-
quency whenever an adjustment is made. Thus,
if experience indicates that the oscillator tends
to drift (age) toward a higher frequency, the
oscillator may be adjusted so that it starts off
with a negative frequency deviation error.
The overcompensation technique will result
in the maximum time interval before another
adj ustment will be required to maintain the
oscillator within specified tolerances.

(13) Selection of the vlf station to be
used for frequency correlation purposes de-
pends upon many factors. Groups involved
in global network operation will undoubtedly
be instructed to monitor some particulat trans-
mitter that can be reliably tracked at all re-
ceiving sites. Selection of one or more second-
ary stations is advisable so that no receiving

f. = f"x
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site is wholly dependent upon a single trans-
mitter. The stations are listed in paragraph
t-I.

c. Clock Synchronization It is possible to
use the vlf transmissions directly for time-of-
day information purposes. Station NBA, for
example, transmits timing pulses at precise 1-
second intervals. Unfortunately, the modula-
tion envelope of the keyed carrier has such a
slow rise time that the beginning of the trans-
mitted time pulse is difficult to recognize.
The NBA transmitted sigxral has a r,ise time
in the neighborhood of 15 milliseconds be-
cause of a transmitting antenna Q of roughly
700. This is required to achieve reasonable
radiating efficiency at the low frequency.
Nevertheless, various schemes to obtain reli-
able synchronization points on the leading
slope of the modulation have been developed,
and are being used successfully to achieve
clock settings.

d., Itwestigation of VLF Propagation Phe-
nomem,o,.

(1) Investigations of vlf propagation
phenomena are being carried out by various
agencies, here and abroad. These include stud-
ies of the diurnal change of altitude in the
vlf-reflecting D layer of the atmosphere; stud-
ies of the effects of magnetic and sudden ion-
ospheric disturbances; and comparisons of
reception of the various vlf transmissions.

(2) The ultra stability of vlf transmis-
sions is true for cases where the entire prop-
agation path is either in daylight or in dark-
ness, with daytime transmissions being the
more stable. During periods of sunrise or
sunset there is a shift in phase of about 200o
(36 psec at 18 kc). The period of the shift is
determined by the difference in longitude be-
tween the transmitter and the receiver, and
by the seasonal variations in the length of
twilight; if there is a difference of T5o in
longitude, the shift will occur over. approxi-

mately 5 hours. These diurnal shifts (sunrise
and sunset) are equal in magnitude and op-
posite in direcbion, and extremely regular. The
only real changes are due to the ordinary sea-
sonal valiation in the length of the day and
night and the duration of twilight. With a
little local experience, the diurnal shifts can
be predicted and fretluency calibration can be
accomplished even during the shifts (of course,
the shifts cancel for a 24-hour observation
period).

(3) Lagnetic stolms produce a turbulent
effect on nighttime transmission, but daytime
transmission is virtually unaffected. Sudden
ionospheric disturbances (S.I.D.) can produce
phase shifts as large as 100o in 5 minutes,
with recovery taking about an hour. The S.I.D.
effects cannot be predicted, of course, but can
be identified by the sharp rise and slow re-
covery, and can then either be discounted or
removed analltically from the frequency com-
parison.' (4) A typical vlf-l2B chart record illus-
tration of diurnal shift and sudden ionospheric
disturbance is shown in figur.e 1-2. The sun-
rise and sunset effects are shown for a trans-
mitter about 30' longitude west of the receiv-
er. An S.I.D. is shown occurring at 10 o'clock.

e. Nattigation. VLF transmissions can be
used for navigation purposes in areas where
LORAN C or OMEGA transmissions are not
received. For this application a preeision fire-
quency standand, two vlf-12B's, a dual-channel
chart record€r, and some forrn of compensation
for radial velocity with respect to the vlf sta-
tions are required. It has been reported that
dead-reekoning navigational accuracy of 1
mile or Iess can be realized during all daylight
conditions.

I-6. VLF Time Service Stotions

a. VLF stations which transmit on a basis
of conbrolled carrier frequencies are listed in
table 1-3.

OMEGA
GBN,
FUB

Table 1-3. VLF fi,rna Seruice Statimu

Various; Clobal Net
Rugby, England
Paris, Fralrce

U.S. Navy
RNOUK

70.2
16.0
16.8

IJ
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Tabte 1-3. VLF Time Serrice Stotiorrs-Continued

NAA
NPG/NKL
GQD
GBZ
wwvL

NSS
NBA
NPM
wwvB

17.8
18.6
19.0
19.6
20.0

21.4
24.0
26.7
60.0

Cutler, Maine
Jim Creek, Washington
Anthorn, Scotland
Liverpool, U. K.
Ft. Collins, Colorado

-q.nnapolis, Maryland
Balboa, Canal Zone
Laulualei, Hawaii
Boulder, Colorado

U.S. Navy
U.S. Naqy
NATO
KNOUK
National Bureau of

Standards
U.S. Navy
U.S. Navy
U.S. Navy
National Bureau of

Standarde

b. The U.S. Navy frequency assignments
are subject to change without notice. The fre-
quencies listed are those in use as of January
1965. AII stations except WWVB operate on

UT2 Time Base: WWVB uses A.1 Time Base.

c. The Time Service Stations of the U.S.

and the United Kingdom are coordinated in
time and frequency by vlf links. All the sta-
tions in the coordination plan have transmit-
ters stabilized by Atomicron (cesium) clocks.

Time pulses are synchronized with the stabi-
lized carrier frequency, which is offset from
A-1 to minimize the difference between A.1
and UTZ. The frequency transmitted remains
constant throughout any one year, and is spec-

ified as follows: F: F" (1 + 5), where F, is
the nominal frequency of the transmitter and
s is the fractional offset which gives a rate
most nearly equal to the rate of UT2. The
fractional offset for any year is iointly deter-
mined, in advance, by the Royal Greenwich
Observatory and the U.S. Naval Observatory.
The value for both 1964 and 1965 was -150 x
10-".

d. The value of the fractional offset is
broadcast each 15 minutes in International

Morse Code, so A.l can readily be determined
from the received carrier frequency'

e. Seconds pulses are locked in phase with
the carrier frequency. Whenever the seconds
pulses depart too far from UT2, the clocks

at all the transmitting stations are shifted 50

milliseconds on the first of a month. The
changes are jointly determined by the Royal
Greent"ich Obselvatory and the U. S. Naval
Observatory. No more than one or trvo such

changes will ever be necessary in one year.

l. U. S. Naval Observatory Time Signal
Bulletins A and B give final corrections to
transmitted frequencies to obtain UTz, UTf,
and UTO and A.1. The differences between
Apparent and Mean Solar and Sidereal Times
(the "equation of time" and the "equation of
the equinoxes", respectively) are tabulated in
the American Ephemeris and Nautical Alma'
nac,

l-7. Technicol Chorocteristics

Table l-4 lists the technical characteristics
for the vlf-128.

tr .tur!

rrequency Coverage

Table 1-1,. Techtuical Characteri.stiaa

Oher8ctet{lnica

VLF channel tracking is provided in 100-cps incre-
ments for all possible channels in the frequency
spectrum betwe€n 10 kc and 30 kc. Channel selection
is entirely by thumbu'heel sivitches with position
detent, Channel selection is positive and accurate
without the use of plug-in filters and without further
adjustment of the local oscillator, rf selectivity, or
any other frequency-determining circuits.
A 60-kc channel, selectable by m€ans of a sepalate
front-panel switrh, is also provided. No tuning is
required for optimum operation,

IJ



Randlvidths

Beceiver Sensitivity

Signal Level Operating Range

.\utomatic Gain Control (AGC)

Response to Undersirable Sigaals

Adjacent Channel
Rejection

Spurious Responses

Image Rejection

Desensitization
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Tabte 1-1. Technical Charactedsiics-Continued

Ch.ruteriltica

Bandwidth restriction is supplied at appropriate Io-
cations within the receiver to ensure the desired siShal-
handling capability of each function described:

RF module pass band (single filter) for 60-db
image rejection: 8 to 30 kc
l'irst inter:mediate frequency (12.25 kc) pass band:
200 cps
Second intermediate frequency (1 kc) pass band:
50 cps (nominal)
Phase-tracking servo bandwidth: 0.006 cps
(nominal)

An input tevel of 0.01 microvolt across 50 ohms
and a sigaal-to-noise ratio of -50 db (Gaussian noise
measured in a 1-kc bandwidth) will result in accurate
phase tracking u'ith a nominal servo bandwidth of
0.006 cps.
The noise figure of the receiver is Iess than 20 db,
and internal receiver noise will not cause the chart
recorder o! the time difference register to display
more than 0.3 microsecond jitt€r. The limit on iitter,
caused by internal receiver noise, exists when the
receiver is tracking a 0.ol-microvolt sigral from a
coherent generator and the nominal servo bandwidth
is 0.006 cps.
The total operating range of signal level is 120 db'
This range is accomplished by the use of a manual
step attenuat r having a range of 80 db in 10-db
steps coupled lvith a minimum of 40 db of automatic
gain contml (agc).
A stable agc circuit assures reliable phase tracking
over a 40-db range of input carrier level with less
than 0.5 microsecond of phase shift. The detection of
the agc sigral is accomplished by the use of a quadra-
ture detector designed to provide agc, regardless of
phase between the receiyed station and the local
standard.
The follorving characteristics are given assuming
a normal input level of 1 microvolt for the desired
signal, and assuming that all receiver controls are
optimized:
.A. coherent siglal 100 cps ftom the desired sigaal
and 30 db larger in amplitude will not adversely
affect the phase tracking of the desired sigrral.
Similarly, a signal 200 cps or more from the desired
signal and 60 db larger in amplitude urill not affect
the phase tracking of the desired sigTlal.
The spectral purity of the mixing frequencies within
the vlf-128 are sufficient to provide any undeeired
responses, 100 cps or more from the channel selected
hy the thumbwheel switches, from limiting the adja-
cent channel rejection charact€ristics specified.
Image rejection is 60 db or greater at all selected
frequencies without the use of plug-in filters and
without repositioning the local oscillator.
With the receiver properly tuned to a desired channel,
and undesired sigral located 200 cps or more in
frequency from the desired channel, and 60 db
larger in amplitude, will not lowe! t}re gain of the
receiver to the desired sigaal by mole thatr 3 db.

t-7
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Tabte 1-1. T echnical C haracte?1istics-Continued

l'eature
Intermodulation and Harmonic Dist rtion
Response

Fr.equency Synthesizer

Chara.teriotie
-{11 second- and third-order products of the desired
and undesired channels are 60 db lower in amplitude
than the input signal.
Tbe choice of the first intermediate frequency and
the desigr of the frequency synthesizer produce a
local-oscillator injection frequency that is locked in
100-cps increments but offset by 50 cps from the nor-
rnal 100-cps incremcnt; e.g,,24.25 kc,24.35 kc,
24.45 kc. The frequency offset prevents any locai-
oscillator signals radiated by the antenna from inter-
fering $'ith other coherent phase detector, since the
discrete frequencies are not phase-coherent to the
normal vlf channel frequencies. The frequency-
selecting srvitches set the desired 100-cps incremert
and provide direct indication of the desired vlf
station frequency. After being switched to another
frequency and then returned to an original settilg,
the synthesizer phase shift is less than 0.5 micro-
second,
The phase-coherent signal level present at the 50-ohm
antenna input connector is Iess than -16? dbm
(0.001 microvolt).
Trvo separate rf inputs, 50 ohms and 10K nominal,
are supplied with BNC connectors mounted on the
rear panel.
A 100-kc frequency standard input is provided by
means of a BNC connector on the rear panel. The
nominal 10K input accommodates a signal level
betrr-een 0.5 volt and 15 volts rms,
The following outputs are available on the rear
panel BNC connectors:

Amplified vlf carder at a 1-kc intermediat€ fre-
quency and 200-cps band$'idth that carries the
same phise information as the leceived sigral.
100-kc square wave that is coherent with the vlf
carrier and is a nominal t volt pp across 50 ohms.
10-kc square rvave that is coherent with the vlf
carrier and is a nominal 1 volt pp across 60 ohms.
1-kc square wave that is coherent with the vlf
carrier and is a nominal 1 volt pp across 50 ohms,
100-cps square wave that is coherent with the vlf
carrier and is a nominal 1 volt pp across 50 ohms.
DC output voltage that is accurately proportional
to the relative phase difference between the local
standard and the vlf carrier, for driving a nominal
1-ma external recorder or the intemal recordet. A
reai chassis potentiometer adjustment provides span
calibration to obtain a full-scale chart deflection
that reptesents 100 microseconds of phase change.
A rear panel switch is provided to connect the
phase difference output voltage to eiiher the ex-
ternal or int€rnal recorder,

The following outputs are available on the front
panel:

-{ built-in chart recorder with inkleBs stylus
and a chart speed of 1 inch pet hour. Full-scale
calibration of the chalt paper is 100 microseconds,
Built-in speaker for aural monitoring of the 1-kc
if. A front-panel volume control provides adequate
range to shut off tlle audio signal completely

Coherent Signal lladiation

Receiver Inputs

Receiver Outputs

IJ



\* Interrupt Warning

Phase-Tracking Servo

l\Ieter Display

Time Difference Register

Calibration Accuracy

llnvironment

Power Requirements
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T@ble 1-t, Technical Characteristics-Continued

Char&tenisti6
or t,o provide sufficient audio power for use in con-
ventional operating environments.

An electromechanical servo maintains a phase-
shifted reference sigral in a phase-null condition
relative to a select€d vlf carrier.

Servo deadband is = 0.1 tsec, nominal.
Phase-tracking error is less than 5 Asec at the maxi-
mum fractional frequency offset (1 pp 10').
Manual servo slewing switch, located on the front
panel, advances or retards the phase-tracking
servo at approximately tw'ice the rate experienced
at the maximum fractional frequency offset or for
a given leceiver time constant.

.{ front-panel rneter, 1trith special calibrated dial
markings, monitors signals that the operator must
observe to determine the performance status of the
receive!. The sigral or level is selected by the
METER FUNCTION switch to allow individual and
independent monitodng of the following signalB:

Belative carrier level
Phase det€ctoi error: voltage
Positive gupply voltage
Negative supply voltage
Indication of proper operation of 100-kc f!e-
quency standard input
Indication of proper operation of 100-cps synthe-
sizer signal

The front-panel indicator provides a u'arning if
inteuuption in the ac power or the local frequency-
standard input has occurred. Only the indication is
manually resettable; the vlf-128 returns automatically
to normal operation when service is restored.
Another front-panel indicato|warns of any loss of
carrier, and will automatically turn off when the
carrier is returned.
A front-panel digiial MICROSECONDS countcr,
driven by the servo, displays the relative time differ-
ence between the local standard and the vlf
carrier, The counter is cumulative to 9999.9 micro-
seconds.

The calibration accuracy, relative to a received carrier,
is better than a 1 x 101r on a 24-hour basis, over the
specified temperature range and input ac line-voltage
variation t lerance,
The vlf-12B operates properly over a range of -20o C
to +65" C at a relative humidity of 95%, Total re-
ceiver phase shift from all causes is less than t 1.0
psec over a temperature range of 0o C to 50o C. The
receiver is desigred to withstand the shock and vibra-
tion encountered durirg normal shipping.
The vlf-12B operates from an ac power source of
95 to 130 volts rms, 48 t 600 cps, at a power level
of less than 25 watts. All of the basic specifications
are maintained over these ac line-voltage variations.
If a recorder is supplied, the s,'nchronous motor
must be chosen to suit the line frequency. The vlf-
128 may also be connected to a 24-volt dc standby
source to enable automatic operatiolr in the event
the ac power should fail.

I-9
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l-8. Physicol Description

o. The vlf-12B is designed to be mounted
in a slandar:d l9-inch rack position not more
than 7 inches high, and requires no more than
18 inches in depth behind the front panel.
The net weight is approximately 45 pounds.

b, The unit is constructed of functional
modules arranged for ease of maintenance

and troubleshooting. Each module has ade-
quate test points to isolate any trouble within
a particular module. All points are accessible
for monitoring without interrupting normal
operation. An extender card is pmvided for
incircuit testing, and a card extractor is pro-

vided to allow easy removal of printed-circuit
cards.

t-to
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CHAPTER 2

INSTATLATION AND OPERATION

Section l. INSTAIIAIION

2-1. Generol

This section contains detailed instructions for
unpacking and installing the vlf-12B receiver-
phase comparator.

2-2. Unpocking ond Checking lhe
Equipment

When packed for export shipment, the vlf-12B
is contained in a tlpical package as shown in
figure 2-1. To avoid damage to equipment
during unpacking, carefully follow the steps
below:

a. Transport package to desired operating
location.

b. Cut and fold back metal straps.
c. Remove nails from top and one side of

wooden box with nail puller. Do not attempt
to pry lids.

d, Open moisture-proof barrier that covers
the carton inside the wooden box, and remove
carton.

e. Open carton and second moisture-vapor-
proof barrier within the carton.

l. Remove inner carton. Open inner carton
and remove equipment.

Caution: Never use sharp tools or in-
strum€nts when opening cartons, as they may
cause damogr to the equ,ipment.

g. Upon removal of equipment from the
containers, check to see whether all items
shipped agree with packing list. Inspect ex-
terior for any visible signs of damage, such
as dents, nricks, or scratches, and broken or
loose control knobs. Report any defects im-
mediately.

2-3. Tools ond Equipmenl Required for
lnstollotion

o. For vlf-12B's supplied with a cabinet
intended for bench mounting, no installation
is required and therefore no tools are required.

b. VLF-12B's intended for installation in
a standard l9-inch equipment rack can be ac-
commodated in a space adequate for the 7-inch
panel height. The depth of the rack should
be at least 22 inches to allow for connector
clearance. Tools and hardware required to
install the equipment in the rack include the
following:

(1) Screwdrivers, common and Phillips
head,6and8inch

(2) Set of small sockets (1/4-inch drive)
(3) l/ -inch power drill
(4) Assortment of drill bits (for metal),

l/16 to l/4 inch in 32nds
(5) Countersink bit (depending upon

rack used)
(6) Nuts, bolts, and assorted flat and

split lockwashers
c. Ancillary equipment required includes:

a long-wire, whi'p, or loop antenna; a power
cord (normally supplied with receiver); and
two 50-ohm coaxial cables of appropriate
length with BNC connectors to conneot the
antenna and local frequency standard to the
receiver, A list of mating connectors is given
in table 2-1.

2-4. lnstollotion Procedure

a. If the vlf-128 is cabinet mounted, it is
necessary only to connect the power cord, the
antenna leadin, and the coaxial line from the
local standard to the desig:nated connectors
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at the rear of t}re chassis. If a long-wire anten- b. For installation of a vlf-128 equipped
na is used, connect to the HI Z input. If a with drawer slides, consult the equipment
whip or loop antenna is used, connect to the mounting instructions supplied with the par-
50o input. It is not necessary to use 50-oh,m ticular rack used. With most commonly avail-
coaxial lead-in with the long-wire ant€nna, able racks, it is necessary only to bolt the slides
but use of a shielded line, of some type, to bo predrilled rack bars. With some racks it is
minimize strong local interference is rrecom- necessary to drill special holes to accommodate
mended. the s'lides.

50-ohm art€nna
Hi Z antenna
100-kc coherent
10-kc coherent
1-kc coherent
0.1-kc coherent
Local standard input
1-kc if.
Extcrnal recorder
AC po\f,er

Notc 1: With RC-174/U cable use Gremar t]?e 6399.
With RG-68/U cable use BNC typB UG-88/U.
With RG-62/U cable use BNC type-260/U.

Nota 2: Chassis connector is integral part of rfi filter.

Section ll.

2-5. Generql

This section provides information on all op-
erating controls, ind'icators, and connectors,
plus instructions for operating the vlf-12B.
Refer to figures 2-2 ar,d 2-3 for locations,
and to table 2-2 for functions of the controls,
indicators, and connectors.

2{. Preoperotionol Procedure

When the vlf-12B is to be put into actual serv-
ice, the following instructions should be car-
ried out step by step.

a. Connect the three-conductor line cord
to the AC POWER connector provided on
the rear panel.

b, Plug the cord into an outlet providing
a nominal 120 volts ac at any line frequency
from 48 to 600 cps. If standby dc power is to
be used, conneot the +24 volt dc source to the
D.C. POWER connector on the rear panel,

c. Connect an available antenna to the ap-
propriate input, 50o or HI Z, depending upon

2-2

Tabb 2-1. Liat ol Mating Connectorc

Ohr..i! conn6to! ll&tlns clnnlotor

BNC type UG-1094/U Note 1
BNC type UG-1094/U Note 1

BNC type UG-1094/U Note 1

BNC type UG-1094/U Note 1

BNC type UG-1094/U Note 1

BNC type UG-1094/U Note 1

BNC tlTe UG-1094/U Note 1

BNC t,'pe UG-1094/U Not€ 1

BNC type UG-L094/V Note 1

Note 2 MS 3106A 105I-36 (C)

OPERATION

the impedance of the antenna circuit (long
wire-Hl Z; Toop or whip-50o).

d. Connect either the 100-kc or 76.8-kc
signal (0.5 to 15 volLs, rms) from a local
standard frequency source to the LOCAL
STD connector on the rear panel. Set the 76.8
kcl100 kc selector switch, which is adjacent
and to the right of the connector, to the ap-
propriate local reference frequency.

e. Loosen the knurled thumbscrew and
open the recorder panel to discharge the static
on the chart paper; then set the record switch,
located on the rear panel, to the INT. position.
Position recorder stylus, with the mechanical
screwdriver adjust, to the center of the scale.
(The mechanical adj,ust is located under a
snap button hole plug at the top center of the
recorder panel.) Close panel and tighten the
knurled thumbscrew.

l. Set AUDIO volume control at midrange.

s. Set DB ATTENUATION control to 80
db.
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N.D.

METER FUNCTION Selector
Switch

Metei

Chart Recorder
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iable 2-s. Controta, Indioatofi, and, Cotunectofa

R€f d6. trhlctlon

A rotaiy switch which permits selective honitoring
of six frequently used test points wheu making pre-
operational checks when maintaining the vlf-128.
The functions monitored are:

-12V: Output voltage of -12-volt power supply,
+12V: Output voltage of +12-volt po$'er supply,
CARRIER, : The instantaneous relative strength
of the carrier level. The total meter range is 60 db.

PHASE: The instantaneous relative phase shift of
the reference frequency witi respect to the coherent
input, within a range of t 0.5 radian.
100KC: The tocal standard 100-kc input. Proper
operation is indicated by a midscale meter reading.
100PPS: The 100-pps corrected output. Indicata8 the
correct operation of the entire output divider chain.
Proper operation is indicated by a midscale meter
reading.
Provides indications of power levels and signal per-
formance as selected by the METER FUNCTION
switch.
An integral chart recorder which provides a cuhula-
tive record of local reference ftequency time shift
with respect to the incoming stendard signal, The
recorder has an inkless stylus and a chart speed of
1 inch per hour,
Pemits operation of the servo in two basic modes,
as follows:

Manual Sle}r'ing: Direction is determined by se-
lecting either + or - SLEW.
Autornatic Track: In the CUTOUT ON position,
an automatic cutout is activat€d which will discon-
nect the servo if cauier fails or falls to a level too
low for reliable tracking. The servo is automatically
reconnected $'henever carrier retums, In the CUT-
OUT OFF position, the servo is connected con-
tinuously.

When either local standard input or ac power is in-
terrupted, the upper half of the dual indicator push-
button will display PWR,zSTD and remain lighted.
Whenever the carrier strength falls below a level
which is normally required for r.eliable phase
tracking, the lower half will indicate Ioss of carrier
and remain lighted, The PWR/STD indicator stores
information rclated to continuity of signal and power
inputs when left unattended and witl do so until
manually teset by deprcssing the indicator/pushbutton
device. The C.{RRIER indicator remains lighted only
during the actual absence of the vlf carrier and will
extinglish without manual resetting whed the car-
rier retuma.
A digital count€r which provides cumulative time
difference registration of the frequency stand&rd
phase shift up to 9999.9 microseconds.
Permits attenuation of the input signal of the RF
section in 10-db intervals over a rangB of 0 to 80 db.

M1

ttIz

s8SERVO Selector Switah

INTERRUPT WARNING Lamp
and Lat hing Relay

MICROSECONDS Time Dif-
ference Regist€r

DB .{TTENUATION

P/O 427

AlSl or H0A1

2-3
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Table s. Controla Indiaato$, ahil Connectora-Qonnectrots

N.D.

POWEB ON Switch

Loudspeaker

CHANNEL SELECTOR Svritah

Ra, U

s5

LS1

s1, s2, s3

A pushbutton switch that turns ac porrer on and off
for the entire vlf-128. When power is on, the Bwit h
is illuminated,
Provides an aural indication of the vlf carrier modula-
tion.
Permits frequency selection, which is accomplished
by positioning the three thumbwheel switches to
settings that correspond numerically to the desired
input frequency. The entire 10- to 30-kc vlf band, in
steps of 0.1 kc, is covered tith this selector,
Permits control of the audio modulation volume.
Enables selection of the 10 to 30-kc band o! the
60-kc channel.

Edr DaD.l

The 50O input connector (r1) is intended for use
vrith whip and loop antennas, The HI-Z ilput con-
nector (J2) is intended for u8e with long-wire at-
tennas.
Four coherent sighal buffered outputs are provided
for external use. The receptacles labeled 100 KC,
10 KC, 1 KC, and 0.1 KC furnish square waves at
a nominal 1 vott peak-to-peak. All are phase-locked
to the vlf carrier.
Provides for the connection of either a ?6.8-kc o! a
100-kc local frequency standard. Appropriate posi-
tioning of the adjacent toggle switch adapts the vlf-
128 to the chosen local standard.
A receptacle that provides buffered access to the
2nd if..signal which is coherent with the vlf carrier.
It may be u6ed for extarnal monitoling.
Calibration adjustment for FS ADJ (R2) is for fult-
scale adjustment of tlle internal st p chart recorder.
The INT. and EXT. selector swit h (S10) pemits
use of either the internal or an extemal chart recorder
attached to the EXT. connector (Jg). This provision
enables sinultaneous monitoring of the cumulative
reference frequency shift time and amplitude indica-
tion signal6.
Terminals provided on the rear panel for the con-
nection of a +24 volt dc standby source, Transfer tD
the stand-by po$r'er source is accomplished automatical-
ly, without interruption or loss ol phase tracking,
if ac power should fail.
A 3-pin connector vrhich accepts the 120-volt ac
primary power to the Ylf-128.
1/2-ampere slo-blo fuse in series with t}re primary
ac Power input,

AUDIO Level Co trol
RANGE-KC

,A.NTENNA

COHERENT Outputs

LOCAL STD Input

1KC IF Output

RECORDEB

D.C. POWER Input

AC POWER, Input

Fuse

s4

J1

J7(.rKC)
J6(1KC)
J5 (10KC)
J4(100KC)

J3

J8

R2
(Pot€ntiometer)
s/o
(toggle Sw)
J9
(Connector)

.I11

J10

F1

i.. Set SERVO selector switch to CUTOUT
ON position.

i. Set RANGE-KC selector switch to 10-30
KC position.

r. Set the digital thumbwheel CHANNEL
SELECTOR switch on the front panel to the
desired vlf station frequency.

24

/r. Depress the indicator/pushbutton POW-
ER switch to apply primary power to the vlf-
r2B.

l. Set the METER FUNCTION selector
switch successively to each of the six monitor-
ing positions. Normal conditions are indicated
as follows:
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Mater Function

-12V
+72V
CARRIER

PHASE

l OOKC

100PPS

Metor lttdi,cation

Red mark on right of center

Red mark on right of center

In grcen area when proper at-
tenuator position is selected.

In green area \r'hen phase-
l.ocked.

In grecn area
In green area

2-7. Utilizing VIF-I28 for Frequency
Source Comporison ond Adiustment

o. Various applications for the vlf-12B have
been explained in previous paragraphs. The
most often used, however, is that of rating
and adjusting precision frequency source
equipment by deterrnininE the rate of time
error drift of the local frequency standard
with respect to a vlf standard time and fre-
quency broadcast.

b. After preliminary checks and adjust-
ments have been made and it has been deter-
mined that the vlf-lZB is tracking properly,
comparison measurements may be made and
fretluency standard corrections may be de-
rived by recording and interpreting data as
follows:

(1) Set up a chart of time difference reg-
ister readings versus time, date, and hour for
the interval recommended by the frequency
standard manufacturer.

(2) Take an initial reading of the time
difference register, and record and plot the
reading versus time. The numerical value of
the reading is of importance only as a reference
to which all subsequent readings are compared.
If preferred, the dial can be manually set to
zero at the beginning of the sequence, but
once the reference is established, the time
difference register must not be readjusted
until the entire procedure is completed. The
relative frequency error between the local fre-
quency standard and the vlf signal is observed
as an integral time difference in microseconds.
A maximum cumulative error of 9999.9 micro-
seconds is possible.

(3) Mark the date and time of initial
reading near the stylus on the vlf-12B chart
recorder.

(4) Make a second reading of the time
difference register after the previously sched-
uled interval has passed. Record and plot the
results as before, and make sure that the time
of the reading is also recorded of the chart
record. An initial rate of drift error can be
calculated by use of the following relationshipr

Af
-- : Fractional frequency error :
t

Difference in p sec

rn. Adjust DB ATTENUATION control,
if necessary, to bring meter indication of car-
rier level into green ar.ea. Slowly step DB
ATTENUATION switch downward, allorving
sufficient time for agc time constant to charge
between steps, until the front panel metel
reads approximately center scale. If the rela-
tive signal strength is knorvn for the particu-
lar transmitting station and the geographical
location and antenna characteristics of the re-
ceiving station, DB ATTENUATION switch
can be preset to the desired position.

z. Set AIIDIO volume control to desired
volume for continuous monitoring.

o. Make a quick check of proper servo op-
eration by setting selector switch to -SLEW
or + SLEW. When set at -SLEW, the servo
u'ill slew in a negative direction, and an indi-
cation of negative change can be observed at
the time difference register. In the + SLEW
position an opposite indication will be ob-
tained. When the slew check is completed,
the SERVO selector switch should be re-
turned to an automatic tracking position. This
procedure will enable the operator to deter-
mine u'hether the servo is tracking the vlf
transmission. When the switch is returned to
CUTOUT ON, the time difference register
should indicate the original reading or number
which closely approaches the value. The nor-
mal position for the selector switch is CUT-
OUT ON. In this position the servo will be
automatically disconnected if the carrier level
falls below the level required for reliable
tracking, and will be reconnected when the
carrier returns to the proper level. The servo
can be made to remain in operation by posi-
tioning the selector to CUTOUT OFF. In
this position the servo is activated at all times
and will allow tracking of weak signals which
are below the threshold level of the cutout
circuit. Elapsed time in sec

x 10-

2-5
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Assume that the register reading at 8:00
a.m. on a particular day is 4376.5 and at 2il5
p,m. of the same day the reading is 4323.2.
The net difference in microseconds over the
6 hour and 15 minute (22,500 seconds) inter-
val is 4376.5-4323.2, or -53.3 mricroseconds.
Therefole the fractional frequency error is:

_53.3

changes along the v,lf propagation path. It
should be referred to when rate of drift is
computed from time difference register read-
ings.

(5) The information obtained from the
steps above can be used directly to make initial
adjustments on the frequency standard or to
determine aging characteristics of crystal
standards. See instructions accompanying the
oscillator standard for complete adjustment
procedure.

2-8. Stopping Procedure

Although no damage can be done by not fol-
lowing a predetermined shutdown procedure,
it is helpful to preset the controls to be ready
for the next operation. The following proce-
dure can be used.

a. Set DB ATTENUATION control to 80
db.

b. Set SERVO selector switch to CUTOUT
oN.

c. Set AUDIO volume control at midrange.

d. Depress POWER switch to shut off pri-
mary power.

Note. \f lt,e vlf-128 is supplied with an extemal
dc battery pack, the dc power should be disconnected
when the equipment is shut down to prevent battery
drain during periods of inactivity.

x 10'" : -2.i]7 x 10'
22,500

The minus sign indicat'es that the reading
at the 6.25-hour interval was lower than the
initial reading and implies that the local stand-
ard frequency is low. Conversely, an increase
in the reading would imply that the local
standard frequency is high with respect to the
comparison frequency derived from the se-
lected vlf carnier. Similar results can be ob-
tained from the chart recorder. It must be
realized, however, that each off-scale reading
of the chart recorder represents a 100-
microsecond change. The direction of the off-
scale readings is important, since one direction
indicates an increase and the other a decrease
in frequency error. Unlike the time difference
register, the chart recorder provides a perma-
nent record of all variations in the rerlative
frequency or phase difference bet*'een the
sources being compared, as s'ell as indications
of frequency drift trends and of diurnal

24
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CHAPTER 3

PRINCIPTES OF OPERATION

Section l. GENERAT DESCRIPTION

3-l, lnlroduclion
This chapter provides tt e principles of op-
eration for the vlf-128. The discussion pmg-
resses frrom a general block diagram level to
a detailed description of the various circuits
on a signal flow level. The block diagram dis-
cussion explains the general principles of op-
eration, x'hile the circuit description furnishes
detailed functional theory of each element of
the vlf-12B.

3-2. Funclionol Description

o. The underlying principle of the vlf-12B
can best be understood by examination of the
operation with input signals of 10, 20, and 30
kilocycles, respectively. Figure 3-1 is a sim-
plified block diagram that demonstrates the
phase-shift principle as it applies to each of
the three frequencies wherein the vlf-l2B is
analogous to a single phase detector, operating
at the selected incoming frerluency. Since the
servo system is a closed-loop device, it is dif-
ficult to consider under dynamic conditions.
It is much easier to understand the operation
if an input condition is stated and the proper
I'esponse js assumed. Then after the servo is
assumed to have come to rest, the resulting
individual leactions through-out the system
can be checked and if proved correct the entire
resDonse can be assumed to be correct,

(1) In case I, a 10-kc input signal with
a convenient 10-microsecond step phase shift
is assumed. After the servo system has
achieved a null condition, the corrected 100-kc
standard signal will have rotated a full 360"
to compensate for the time shift of 10 micro-
seconds. This will have occurred because when

the vlfJ2B is tuned to 10 kc, the corrected
100 kc is divided by 4.494 in the local oscillator
synthesizer to pmvide the proper mixing fre-
quency. As a result of this division process,
the input to the 1st mixer is shifted in phase
by 80.1'. Since both the incoming signal and
the local oscillator have increasetl in phase,
a resulting phase difference of 44.1" is real-
ized at the first if. The mixing frequency re-
quired by the second mixer is 11.25 kc. This
requires that the corrected 100 kc be divided
by 8.889. This division ratio results in a posi-
tive phase shift of 40.5'at the oscillator input
of the second mixer. Once again, since both
phase relationships are increasing, a difference
of 3.6' will result in the l-ke IF signal. Since
the corrected 100-kc standard has been divided
by 100 to achieve the required 1-kc reference
frequency for the phase detector, a 3.60 phase
shift has result€d in this signal. Since both 1-
kc inputs to the phase detector have shifted
by 3.6", a null condition has in fact been
reached.

(2) In case II, when the vlf-12B is tuned
to 20 kc, it can be seen that a l0-microsecond
phase shift in the incoming signal will repre-
sent 72o. The servo system $'ill move until a
null has been reached, compensating for this
time shift. This compensation is rrpresented
by 360' of the phase shifter. In this case the
synthesizer lvill divide the corrected 100 kc
by 3.101 rvith a resulting 116.10 phase shift
in the local oscillator signal that produces a
phase difference of 44.10 in the first if. Since
the di',rision factors of the second mixer injec-
tion signal and the phase detector reference
signal remain the same, it can be seen that the
resulting phase changes are 40.5o and 360,

!!



respectively, The output of the second mixer
again has changed by 36', and a null condi
tion has been achieved by the servo system.

(3) In case III, a 30-kc signal is consid-
ered at the input of the vlf-128 and a 10-

microsecond time shift is reprcsented by 108"
of the input signal. The synthesizer will divide
the corrected 1.00 kc by 2.367 +a produce a

local oscillator phase shift of 1521'' The first
mixer output will har/e a phase shift of M.l"
and logically, the remaining phase shifts are
the same as in the previous two cases.

b. These three examples demonstrate that
phase tracking has been achieved at all fre-
quencies in the band of interest, and that the
rotations at the phase shifter will represent
the time ermr experienced in either the local
standard or the incnming signal.

3-3. Simplified Block Diogrom

e. General. The heavy black line in the
simplified block diagram shown in figure 3-2
illustrates the main signa'l path throuS:h the
actual vlf-12B. All major supporting functions
are also represented. Although the block dia-
gram shows a mechanical servo that utilizes a

servo motor to provide the necessary phase

shifting, the discussion that follows is applica-
ble to vlf-l2B's with either mechanical or
electronic servo systems. The major functional
sections are :

(1) Receiver section----consisting of the
RF, lst and 2nd mixer stages, IF amplifiers,
audio amplifiers, and agc circuits.

(2) Comparator section-consisting of
the servo phase detector, servo amplifier, servo
cutout, sel,o motor phase shifter, and sup-
porting logic circuits.

(3)Local oscillator synthesizer----con-
sisting of the voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO), phase comparator, and the digital
divider circuiLs and thumbwheel switches
needed to synthesize the phaseJocked local
oscillator signal.

(4) Reference divider chain-a series of
rligital divider circuits that divide the corrected
100-kc signal from the phase shifter into in-
ternal reference signals and buffered outputs.

b. Recehser Section. For the discussion of
the simplified block diagram (figure 3-2), it

v2

is assumed that a loop or whip antenna is con-
nected to the 50-ohm input. The received sig-
nal is applied to an antenna matching trans-
former that couples the 50-ohm antenna to
the l0-kilohm input circuit of a broadband RF
amplifier. The transfotmer provides a voltage
gain of ..,/-10,0-00760 : 14.14, or 23 db. From
the rf amplifier, the signal is applied, depend-

ing upon selection, to either a 30-kc or 60-kc
bandpass filter. At the 3-db points, the 30-kc
filter has a bandpass of from 8 kc to 30 kc, as

illustrated in figure 3-3, allowing coverage

of the vlf frequencies in the 10-kc to 30-kc
band. If the 60-kc bandpass filtel is selected,

a single channel at 60 kc is received. This fil-
ter has a bandpass of approximately 2 kc. From
the filter, the signal is applied to an 80-db

attenuator that is adjustable in 10-db incre-
ments by means of the front panel selector
switch. The attenuated signal is then routed
to a balanced mixer. The applied local oscil-
lator frequency is always 12.25 kc (in 100-cps

increments) above the incoming siCnal to pro-
vide a first intermediate frequency (IF) of
12.25 kc. The stages that follow arc the 12.25-
kc IF amplifiers and a crystal filter which has

a center frequency of 12.25 kc and a pass band
of -r- 100 cps at the 3-db point's. Response falls
off rapidly to 80 db at 200 cps on either side
of center. The if. amplifiers following the
crystal filter are used to provide increased
gain of the signal over a very narrow band.
Following amplification at 12.25 kc, the sig-
nal is applied to the second mixer, where the
11.25-kc signal, obtained by multiplving a

corrected 5 kc from the divider chain by 9 and
dividing again by 4, provides a second inter-
mediate frequency of 1 kc. From this point
the 1-kc signal is further amplified and
coupled to an output connector, to an audio
amplifier, and to a 1-kc filter that restricts
the ,bandpass to a nominal 50 cps,

c, Comparator Section. The output of the
1J<c filter is applied to the agc phase detector
and to the servo phase detector. The agc sigl-

nal from the phase detector controls the gain
of the L2.25-kc if. amplifier and also operates
the servo cutout that is used to automatically
disconnect the servo system when the carrier
'level falls too low for reliable tracking. The
servo phase detector compares the l-kc carrier
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CHAPTER 3

PRINCIPLES OF OPERAIION

Section l. GENERAT DESCRIPTION

3-1. lnlroduction

This chapter provides tLe principles of op-
eratiotr for the vlf-lzB. The discussion priog:-

resses fmm a general block diagram level to
a detailed description of the various circuits
on a signal flow level. The block diagram dis-
cussion explains the general principles of op-
eration, while the cilcuit description furnishes
detailed functional theory of each element of
the vlf-12B.

3-2. Functionol Description

a. The underlying principle of the vlf-12B
can best be understood by examination of the
operation with input signals of 10, 20, and 30
liilocycles, respectively. Figure 3-1 is a sim-
plified block diagram that demonstrates the
phase-shift principle as it applies to each of
the three frequencies wherein the vlf-l2B is
analogous to a single phase detector, operating
at the selected incoming frequency. Since the
setvo system is a closedJoop device, it is dif-
ficult to consider under dynamic conditions.
It is much easier to understand the operation
if an input condition is stated and the proper
lesponse is assumed. Then after the servo is
assumed to have come to rest, the resulting
individual leactions through-out the system
can be checked and if proved correct the entire
response can be assumed to be correct.

(1) In case I, a 10-kc input signal with
a convenient l0-microsecond step phase shift
is assumed. After the servo system has
achieved a null condition, the corrected 100-kc
standard signal will have rotated a full 360.
to compensate for the time shift of 10 micro-
seconds. This will have occurred because when

the vlf-l2B is tuned to 10 kc, the corrected
100 kc is divided by 4.49.1 in the local oscillator
syntl.resizer to provide the proper mixing fre-
quency. As a result of this division process,
the input to the lst mixeri is shifted in phase
by 80.1". Since both the incoming signal and
the local oscillator have increased in phase,
a resulting phase difference of 44.1o is real-
ized at the first if. The mixing frequency re-
quired by the second mixer is 11.25 kc. This
requires that the corrected 100 kc be divided
by 8.889. This division ratio results in a posi-
tive phase shift of 40.5'at the oscillator input
of the second mixer. Once again, since both
phase relationships are increasing, a difference
of 3.6" will result in the l-kc IF signal. Since
the corrected 100-kc standard has been divided
by 100 to achieve the required l-kc reference
frequency for the phase detector, a 8.6' phase
shift has resulted in this signal. Since both 1-
kc inputs to the phase detector have shifted
by 3.6", a null condition has in fact been
reached.

(2) In case II, when the vlf-128 is tuned
to 20 kc, it can be seen that a l0-microsecond
phase shift in the incoming signal will repre-
sent 72o. The servo system {.ill move until a
null has been reached, compensating for this
time shift. This compensation is represented
by 360" of the phase shifter. In this case the
synthesizer r.r,ilrl divide the corrocted 100 kc
by 3.101 rvith a resulting 116.10 phase shift
in the local oscillator signal that produces a
phase difference of 44.1" in the first if. Since
the division factors of the second mixer injec-
tion signal and the phase detector reference
signal remain the same, it can be seen that the
resulting phase changes are 40.5o and 36.,

Lt
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respectively. The output of the second mixer
again has ehanged by 36', and a null condi-
tion has been achieved by the servo system.

(3) In case III, a 30-kc signal is consid-
ered at the input of the vlf-l2B and a 10-

microsecond time shift is represented by 108'
of the input signal. The synthesizer will divide
the corrected I00 kc by 2.?67 tD produce a
local oscillator phase shift of 1521'' The first
mixer output will have a phase shift of 44.1o

and logically, the remaining phase shifts are
the same as in the previous two cases.

b. These three examples demonstrate that
phase tracking has been achieved at all fre-
quencies in the band of interest, and that the
rotations at the phase shifter will represent
the time error experienced in either the local
standard or the incoming siSaal.

3-3. Simplified Block Diogrom

a. General. The heavy black line in the
simplified block dia€ram shown in figure 3-2
illustrates the main sigaal path through the
actual vlf-l2B. All major supporting functions
are also representd. Although the block dia-
gram shows a mechanical servo that utilizes a
servo motor to provide the necessary phase

shifting, the discussion that follows is applica-
ble to vtf-12B's with either mechanical or
electronic servo systems. The major functional
sections are :

(1) Receiver section-consisting of the
RF, lst and 2nd mixer stages, IF amplifiers,
audio amplifiers, and agc circuits.

(2) Comparator seotion-consisting of
the servo phase detector, servo amplifier, servo
cutout, servo motor phase shifter, and sup-
porting log:ic circuits.

(3) Local osci'llator synthesizer---<on-
sisting of the voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO), phase comparator, and the disital
divider circuits and thumbwheel switches
needed to synthesize the phaseJocked local
oscillator signal.

(4) Reference divider chain-a series of
digital divider circuits that divide the corrected
100-kc signal from the phase shifter into in-
ternal reference signals and buffered outputs.

b. Receioer Section, For the discussion of
the simplified block diagram (figure 3-2), it

3-2

is assumed that a loop or whip antenna is con-
nected to the 50-ohm input. The received sig-
nal is applied to an antenna matching trans-
former that couples the 50-ohm antenna to
the l0-kilohm input circuit of a broadband RF
amplifier. The transformer provides a voltage
gain of r,/10-g-00750 : 14.14, or 23 db. From
the rf amplifier, the sigaal is applied, depend-
ing upon selection, to either a 30-kc or 60-kc
bandpass filter. At the 3-db points, the 30-kc
filter has a bandpass of from 8 kc to 30 kc, as

illustrated in figure 3-3, allowing coverage
of the vlf frequencies in the 10-kc to 30-kc
band. If the 60-kc bandpass filter is selected'
a single channel at 60 kc is received. This fil-
ter has a bandpass of approximately 2 kc. From
the filter, the signal is applied to an 80-db
attenuator that is adjustable in 10-db incre-
ments by means of the front panel selector
slritch. The attenuated signal is then routed
to a balanced mixer. The applied local oscil-
lator frequency is always 12,25 kc (in 100-cps
increments) above the incoming signal to pro-
vide a first intermediate frequency (IF) of
12.25 kc. The stages that follow arc the 72.25-
kc IF amplifiers and a crystal filter which has

a center frequency of 72.25 kc a-nd a pass band
of -r- 100 cps at the 3-db points. Response falls
off rapidly to 80 db at 200 cps on either side
of center. The if. amplifiers following the
crystal filter are used to provide increased
gain of the signal over a very narrow band.
Following amplification at 12.25 kc, the sig-
nal is applied to the second mixer, where the
11.25-kc signal, obtained by multiplying a
corrected 5 kc from the divider chain by 9 and
dividing again by 4, provides a second inter-
mediate frequency of 1 kc. From this point
the 1-kc signal is further amplified and
coupled to an output connector, to an audio
amplifier, and to a 1-kc filter that restricts
the bandpass to a nominal '50 cps.

c. Comparator Section. T)r.e output of the
1*c filter is applied to the agc phase detector
and to the servo phase detector. The agc sig:-
nal from the phase detector controls the g:ain

of the 12.25-kc if. amplifier and also operates
the servo cutout that is used to automatically
disconnect the servo system when the carrier
level falls too low for reliable tracking. The
servo phase detector compares the 1-kc carrier
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signal with a corrected 1-kc signal obtained
from the reference divider chain. Any phase
shift error is detected and provides a sigrral
to the servo amplifier, which operates a servo
motor coupled to the phase shifter. The servo
motor is also coupled, through a g:ear train,
to a time difference register on the front panel
that provides the readout (in microseconds)
of the relative phase difference between the
local frequency standard and the vlf carrier.
The servo motor also drives a precision po-
tentiometer that furnishes a phase error to
the stylus of the chart recorder.

d. Local Oscillator SEnthesizer, For a vlf
transmission at 16.0 kc the required local os-
cillator fr.equency is 28.25 kc. In order to pro-
vide a frequency at multiples of 50 cps, instead
of 100 cps, the voltage-controlled oscillator is
operated at tv/ice tfie local oscillator frequency,
or 56.5 kc. When the digital thumbwheel
sv.itches are set at 16.0 kc, several functions
are provided: first, a resistance network is
selected *.hich sets the VCO at approximately
56.5 kc; next, outputs from a digital divider
are selected to obtain division of the 56.5-kc
VCO frequency by a factor of 565 to achieve
a synthesized 100-pps signal for use in the

phase comparator. Here the synthesized 100-
pps signal is phase'compared v'ith a correctd
100-pps signal from the output divider chain.
The + dc voltage at the output of the phase
comparator is proportional to the phase dif-
ference and is used to phaseJock the VCO to
56.6 kc. Subsequently, the output of the VCO
is applied ta a flip-flop which divides the
VCO by 2, providing a local o6cillator fre-
quency of 28.25 kc. Since the flip-flop is not
directly in the phaselock loop, an ambiguity
of 180o can possibly exist, depending upon
the initial state of the flip-flop. In order to
eliminate the ambiguity, the flip-flop is reset
to the proper state by a pulse obtained from a
phase gate that compares the corrected 50 pps
from the divider chain, the synthesized 100
pps fi'om the synthesizer, and the output of
the flip-flop.

e. Output Di,-id,er Chain. The divider ohain
consists of three divide-by-l0 cards which pr.o-
vide 10 kc, 1 kc, and 0.1 kc phase-corrected
to the vlf carrier through buffered outputs.
In addition, these circuits provide 50 kc, 5 kc,
1 kc, and 100 pps for use by the receiver sec-

tion.

Section ll. DETAILED BTOCK DESCRIPIION

3-4. Generol

Detailed block diagrams pertaining to the
follov'ing discussions are shown in figure 3-4.
Tndividual blocks are identified with the mod-
ule card reference designators. Although these
sections were discussed in general ter"rns in
lraragraph 3-3, a more detailed description of
the complicated or unusual elements of the
vlf-12B is. provided in the following para-
graphs.

3-5. Lotol Oscillotor Synlhesizer

The voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is
set at tvrice the desired local oscillator fre-
quency and is contlolled by trl'o separate phase
detectors, a "fastJoop" and a "slow-loop"
phase detector. A thumblrheel switch and a
resistance netu'ork in series with the fast loop
set the coarse range for the VCO. The fast-
loop phase detector, with its low gain, has a
large "capture range" and initially acts to

bring the VCO on frequency. Since the fast-
loop detector has low gain, there is a t€ndency
for the VCO to "hunt" and produce jitter;
however, the slowJoop phase detector, with
its high gain and long time constant, keeps
the VCO on frequency without jitter.

a. The reference inputs to both phase de-
tectors are corrected 100-pps signals from the
divider chain. Both have a 50% duty cyele,
but the fast-loop reference signal is advanced
one millisecond with respect to the slowJoop
reference signal. These reference signals arr
compared in the separate phase detectors with
the 100 pps from the synthesizer, and the
resultant enor signal is applied to the VCO.
The 50ft, duty cycle, 100-kc reference signals
for this purpose are obtained by applying a
100-pps signal wilh a 40/o duty cycle from
module A23 (MOD-10 divider) to both syn-
thesizer phase detector OR gates A13. (Refer
to figure 3-5 for the detector waveforrns. )
The decimal "3" output of A23 is applied to

3-3
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the second input of the OR gate in the fast-
loop phas€ deteotor, while the decimal "8"
output of A23 is applied to the second input
of the OR gate in the slowJoop phase detec-

tor. The output of each OR gate is thus a 100-
pps reference signal with a 50/o duty cycle
but with the fastloop reference advanced one

millisecond from the slowJoop rgference.

b. In the fastJoop detector, the reference
signal from the OR gate is applied to a ramp
generator that produces an integrated wave
(F, figure 3-b). The synthesized 100 pps is
applied to a 500-microsecond one-shot multi-
vibrator, A13, that is used at the ramp genera-

tor to stop the ramp while it is being sampled.
The 500-microsecond pulse is also routed to a
sample-and-hold Siate and phase deteotor, A13'
where it is compared with the buffered level
from t}te ramp generak)r. The error output of
the phase detector is integ:rated end applied
through a high-impedance, unity-gain ampli-
fier, then through the resistance network con-

nected with the thumbwheel switches to VCO
A6. The high-impedance, unity-gain amplifiers
following the ramp generator and integrator
of the phase detector are used to prevent

loading of these two stages.

c. In the slowloop phase detrctor, the
square-wdve reference from the OR gate is

applied thmugh an inverter and complemen-
tary emitter follower to phase detector A12,
where it is compared with 100 pps from the
synthesizer. Any error voltage from the phase

detector is integrated with a time constant that
is much greater than the time constant of the
corresponding integrator in the fastJoop phase

detector. The integrated siSnal is then applied
to VCO 46.

d. The synthesized 100 pps is obtained by
applying the output of the VCO that is op-

erated at twice the desired local oscillator fre-
queucy to phase splirtter A6, which provides
two outputs that are phased 180o apart. The
Oo output is connected to a series of digital
dividers (A? through A10), and t}te 180'
output is applied to the fixed and variable
gates. The firct two dividers (A7, A8) are
MOD-10 modules with decimal outpute ,

while the third (A9) is a MOD-3 module.
The hundreds deoimal conversion gates for
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the MOD-B module are located on module
A10. I\Iodule A7 provides units diyision,
.ryhile A8 and A9 provide tens division and
nundreds division, respectively,

e. The following example illustrates the
basic operation o{ t}re synthesizer. To receive
a vlf signal at 24.0 kc, the required local os-
cillator (L.O.) frequency is RF * II' : L.O.,
or 24 kc + L2.25 kc - 36.35 kc. The VCO,
operating at tw ce the L.O., generates 72.5 kc.
This can be considered to be (2 RF + 2 IF.),
wh'ich in this case would be 2 x 24 ke + 2 x
12.25 kc, or 72.5 kc. In order to produce 100
pps, the VCO divisor would have to be:

zRF + zIF, or 2(240) + 245 : 726

100 100

The 245 porlion of the divisor is a constant
for all channels and is recogrized in a fixed
245 AND gate, while the variable portion is
recognized in a variable count gate. The fixed
gate receives its input fi.om the outputs of the
diviclers (200 count from A9 and A10, 40

count from A8, and 5 count from A7). An
inhibit pulse is also connected to the fixed
gate from the inhibit flip-flop located on mod-
ule A9. The inhibit pulse stops the fixed gate

at the end of the 245 count and opens the vari-
able gate. The variable gat€ receives a count
from the proper divider outputs thtough se-

lected thumbwheel switch positions' It must
recognize the 240 count twice since the output
of the gate is divided by two. At the end of
the second 240 crrant, when the variable gate

is inhibited bv inhibit flip-flop A9, the fixed
245 gate is opened,

/. For the gates to recognize the proper
count, a VCO sig:nal from the 180' output of
the phase splittelis applied to the input of
both the fixed and variable gates. This signa'l

supplies the set and reset pulses to the inhibit
flip-flop at the end of the proper count. The
reset pulse, at the end of Lhe 245 count, is
gated to complementary emitter follower A10
and to inhibit flip-flop A9, while the set pulse,

at the end of ty/o 240 counts, is gated to a
divide-by-two flip-flop that actuates the inhibit
flip-flop. The outputs of the fixed and vari-
able gates ar€ also connected to an OR gate

that actuates a charin consisting of a nominal
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2-microsecond one-shot, a reset driver, and
reset gates. The reset gates set the dividers to
ZERO at the end of the fixed 245 count and
again at the end of the proper variable gate
count, in this case after two 240 counts. Thus,
the synthesized 100 pps is obtained fr.om the
output of the complementary emitter follower,
which follows the fixed oount gate in module
A10, for use in the fast and slowJoop phase
detectors and in the ambiguity elimination
gate as previousl), explained.

3{. Second Mixer
a. A corrected 5-kc signal is obtained from

the divider chain. This is applied to an X9
rnultiplier, which brings the frequency to 45
kc. This 45-kc signal is applied through a
buffer and through two successive divide-by-
two flip-flop staSls which divide the 45 kc to
11.25 kc. The 11.25-kc sigaal is mixed to ob-
tain the l-kc second IF signal.

b. The output from the second mixer is
applied to two circuits. The first circuit is a
l-kc if. amplifier that produces an output
audio signal and a l-kc monitor output for
time markers ("ticks"). The second circuit is
another l-kc if, amplifier with a nominal 50-
cps bandwidth. The output of this ampilifier
is applied to a s;.mmetrical clipper stage that
l)reserves signal symmetry and clips any noise
present at that point. The output of the clipper
is then coupled through a second l-kc if. am-
plifier and a complementary emitter-follower
stage to the servo and agc phase detectors lo-
cated within the servo system.

3-7. Mechonicol Servo System

a, A detail block diagram of the single-
speed mechanical servo system is shown in
figure 3-6. Since synchronous phase detection
is emploved by the vlf-l2B, the following
discussion can be better understood by refer-
ence to figure 3-7.

b. From the reference divider chain, syn-
chronous l-kc signal pulses, which are sepa-
rated by 90o in phase, are compared with the
1-kc if. signal at the servo and agc phase de-
tecrtors. Figure 3-7 illustrates the relative posi-
tions of the two sampling pulses and the 1-kc
IF signals. Examination of the waveforns

shows that retarding the servo saJnple pulse
produces a positive voltage, while advancing
the phase sample pulse produc€s a negative
voltage. This plus or minus voltage is inte-
grated to produce a dc level that is pmpor-
tional to the phase error. The dc signal is
chopped at appmximately 1 kc and coupled
to an emitter follower that is used to prevent
loading of the integrator. Chopping provides
a signal that can be ac-coupled to the servo
amplifiers, thereby helping to maintoin stabil-
ity in the servo amplifie{s. The sig:nal is then
connected through emitter followers to a syn-
chronous demodulator circuit that restores the
signal to its original plus or minus dc level,
The complementary-type demodula,tor is driven
by complementary 1-kc pulses from the same
astable circuit that drives the chopper. The dc
error signal from the demodulator is then ap-
plied through the contacts of a servo cutout
relay and used to drive the servo motor. The
servo cutout is normally closed, but opens to
disconnect the servo motor whenever the car-
rier level is too low for reliable tracking. A
selector switch on the front panel provides a
means of manually slewing the servo motor to
bypass the servo cu,tout. The servo cutout relay
is operated by the agc voltage from the agc
amplifier circuit. An additional set of contaots
on the servo cutout relay operates an INTER-
RUPT WARNING indicator to indicate loss
of the carrier and that the servo is discon-
nected.

r. The servo motor is mechanically coupled
to a gear box that utilizes a X10 gear ratio to
drive a digital time difference register, a
divide-by-l0 gear ratio to drive a precision re-
corder potcntiometer, and a l:1 ratio to drive
a 100-kc phase shifter. At the 100-kc phase
shifter, a signal from the local standard input
is shifted in phase to be coherent with the vlf
carrier, The standard frequency input from
the local reJerence is usually 100 kc, but an
opbional 1-rnc provision is available. From the
input connector, the standard input is clipped
and coupled through a series of amplifier fil-
ters and a phase splitter to the phase shifter
circuit. Clipping limits the input to the am-
plifiers to prevent overdriving and also pro-
vides a square wave for operation of the 1-mc
to 100-kc MOD-10 option, when utilized. The

3-t
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coherent 100-kc signal is amplified and
squared through a Schmitt trigger circuit and
used to drive the divider chain.

d,, The agc detectnr is gated with a 1-kc

pulse signal that is in quadrature (90o) to the
signal used in the servo phase deteetor. The
quadrature signal is obtained by applying
three l-kc signals from the MOD-10 to an
oR gate. The output of the oR g:ate is a 1-kc
pulse, 90o in phase relative to the servo sig-
nal. As shown in fiSure 3-7, when the servo

reaches a null, the agc reaches a maximum.
Since the ag:c deteetor pmvides an output in

-all four quadrants, the servo cutout relay is
- activated regardless of the position of the

phase shifter when the receiver is energized
or switches to a new frequency. This actior
prevents the servo cutout relay fmm being de-

energized, thus preventing the phase shifter
from acquiring track when the servo phase

detector is at 90o. The quadrature detection
is accomplished by applying the output of an

emitter follower (A18) to a detector and fil-
ter and on the one input of an OR gate (A15),
provitling: agc at 90' and 270'. The agc at 0o

is obtained clirectly from the agc circuit and

applied to the OR gate, vrhile ag:c at 180o is
obtained by inverting the agc output and ap-
plying it to the OR gate. Thus, agc is otrtained
in all four quadrants.

Section lll. INDIVIDUAI CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

3-8. Bosic Signol Circuits

a. General. A discussion of the individual
circuit modules used on the standard vlf-12B
is explained in this section. Sorne of the cir-
cuits are located on the printed circuit cards,
some on the vlf-l2B cha.ssis' It is necessary to
refer to figure 3-8, the vtf-I2B schematic dia-
gram, for circuits located on the ohassis and

to figure 3-9, a top view of the vlf-12B, for
the locations of all circuit modules and as-

semblies.

b. RF Ampl,ifier and, First Mixer (A1).
Figure 3-10 shows the schematic diagram for
the rf amplifier and first mixer (A1).

(1) The 60-kc filter consists of transistor
Q9, resistors R22 and R23, capacitors C19'
C20, ard C2l, inductor L8, and relay K1' The

output of rf amplifier Q2 is connected from
the collector through capacitor C4 and the
jnput filter to the attenuator. This attenuator
provides 80 db of attenuation in 10-db steps

and is controlled by a selector switch on the
front panel.

(2) A long-wire antenna would connect
to the III Z input representing 10 kilohms at
pin 30, and a loop or whip antenna would con-

nect to the 50.ohm input at pins 26 and 28.

Transformer Tl provides an impedance match
of 50 ohms to 10 kilohms with a corresponding
gain of 23 db to the input signal. Transistor
Q2 and associated circuitry form a broadband

u

untuned rf amplifier. Deeoupling of power
supply voltages is accomplished by L1.' L2'
C3, and C5. Bias for Q2 is otrtained through
resistnrs R4 and R5 and bypassed by C2. Neg-

ative feedback is provided by resistor R7,

which limits the gain of the stage to slightly
over unity. The output of the rf amplifier is
connected through C4 to an 8 to 30-kc band-
pass filter, FLZ, or to the 60-kc bandpass fil-
ter with a nominal 2-kc bandwidth. Transistor
QB and its assooiated components drive the
600-ohm input impedance of transformer T2
with approximately unity gain. Power supply
rlecoupling for this stage is accomplished by
L3 and C6. Similar decoupling is utilized
throughout the receiver circuits.

(3) Transistors Q4 and Q7 make uP a

complementary tralanced mixer circuit. This
circuit is designed for signals as large as I
volt rms, and its dynamic range is gteater than
90 db. Complementary balanced input is pro-

virled by transformer T2, while the locol os-

cillator input is fed to the bases of the tran-
sistor through C11 and an appropriate resistor
network comprising R11 through R13 and
R15. Capacitorx C9 and C10, inductor L5, and
resistor R16 make up a series resonant trap,
tuned to 12.25 kc and used to prevent har-
monics of tle local o'scillator, near the first if.
frequency, from appearing at the input to the
mixer. The output of the mixer is tuned by
C13, C14, and L6 to the difference frequency
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of the input and local oscillator frequencies,
producing the required 12.25-kc first if. The
first if. at L2.25 kc is amplified by Q8 and
coupled to a L2.5-kc crystal filter, FLl, pro-
viding a bandpass at the 3-db points of 200
cps. The bandpass characteristics of the crystal
filter, FL1, are shown in figure 3-11.

c. IF anrl AGC Amplilier Module (A2).
The schematic diagram for the IF a.nd agc am-
plifier module (A2) is figure 3-12. The out-
put of the 12.25-kc crystal filter is ooupled
through Cl (pin 7) to the base of Ql, the
first IF ar:-olifier stage. The emitter of Ql is
connected through R3 to Q8, *'hich controls
the gain of the first IF amplifier by acting as
a variable impedance in the emitter circuit
thus providing a varying negative feedback.
Transistor Q8 nolmally is saturated and rep-
resents a low impedance to the emitter of
Ql, thus allowing maximum gain of that stage.
The agc voltage fi'om the quadrature detector
is amplified by Q5 and used to control the
servo cutout circuit in the servo system. The
output of Q5 is also integrated by C13 and
R20, then further amplified by the Darlington
circuit consisting of Q6 and Q7. The dc current
from this amplifier is used to control agc tran-
sistor Q8. An increase in agc current reduces
the collector current of Q8, which increases
the effective impedance in the emitter circuit
of Ql and reduces the gain of that stage. The
agc circuit provides a dynamic range in excess
of 40 db, thus resulting in large signal-han-
dling iapacity at the input to the fii"st IF
amplifier. Transistors Q2 and Q4 are emitter
follo*'ers that prevent loading of the tuned
circuits of first IF amplifier Q1 and second IF
amplifier Q3. The output of emitter follower
Q4 is connected through pin 18 to the normal
tnode second mixer.

d. Second Mirer Assembly (A4). The sche-
matic diagram of the second mixer is shown
in figure 3-13. The IF input of. 7.25 kc al
pin 2(B) is coupled thr.ough C? to the base of
Q4, an emitter follorrer. The output of Q4
is used as one input to Q6, a bi-directional
mixer stage. The second input to Q6 is ob-.

tained from amplifier Q5, which receives an
input of 11.5 kc through C8 from pin 4(D).
The 11.25-kc signal is obtained by multiplying
a 5-kc signal from the chain divider by four,

then dividing by nine. The 5-kc input at pin
30(j) is coupled tlrough Cl to the base of
Q1, an emitter follower. The rasonant tank
circuit of L1 and C3, between A1 and emif,ber-
follower Q2, is tuned by the manufacturer to
45 kc. Resistors R6 and R5 provide bias for
(.)2, whose output is then coupled to Q3. Tran-
sistor Q3 is a saturated amplifier with its col-
lector clamped to +6 volts by diode CRl. The
output of Q3 is coupled through pin 22(Z)
to two flip-flop circuits on module A5.

e. Three Flip-Flops and, Gates Mod,ule
(A5). Figure 3-14 is a schematic of the three
flip-flops and gates module, A5. The firct
tu.o bistable circuits are used to divide the
45-kc signal from the nomal mode second
mixer down to 77.25 kc, r'hile the third bi
stable circuit is used to divide the corrected
100-pps signal from the divider chain down
to 50 pps. The 50 pps provides the gating sig-
nal for the ambiguity gate circuit comprised
of Q7 and Q8. This circuit acLs as a three-input
AND gate with the inputs pr.esent at pins
31(K), 29(H), and 26(D). The input at
31(K )is a 100-pps signal from the s1'nthesizer,
while the input at 29(H) is the corrected 50-
pps signal from the third flip-flop on the same
card. The third input at pin 26(D) is obtained
from the collector output of the divide-by-two
flip-flop that is used to divide the VCO out-
put down to the proper local oscillator fre-
quency. Since the flip-flop used to divide the
VCO frequency can be in either one of two
possible states, an ambiguity can exist. If the
bistable circuit is in the proper state when
first energized or when switched to another
frequency, the input at pin 26(D) inhibits the
gate, and no output reset pulse is produced to
reset the flip-flop. If the bistable circuit is in
the opposite state, is ouput enables the gate,
and a reset pulse from the collector of Q8 is
coupled through C7 and CR16 track to the bi-
stable circuit, resetting it to the proper state.

f . Local Oscillator and VCO Module (A6).
A schematic diagram of the local oscillator
and voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) 'is
sholr.n in figure 3-15.

(1) The VCO is a modified, free-run-
ning (astable) multivibrator. Transistors Q4
and Q5 u.ith their associated components com-
prise the basic astable circuit. The frequency
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of the circuit is controlled by C11, C12, Q6,
(17, and the rcsistance network of R16 through
R21. Diodes CR10 and CRll are used as an
OR gate to prevent the astable circuit from
not starting if Q4 and Q5 were to conduct the
same amount simultaneously. If this condition
should occur, a negative voltage is coupled
through voltage divider R22 and R24 to the
base of Q8, causing it to conduct heavily,
which sufficiently unbalanc,es the astable mul-
tivibrator to make it start.

(2) When the thurnbwheel switches are
set to a selected channel, the coarse frequency
of the astable multivibrator is set by the resist-
ance network connected to the thumbwheel
switches through pins 4(D) and 2(B). Tran-
sistors Q6 and Q7 act as variable impedances
tha,t change the frequency of the astable mul-
tivibrator and phaseJock to the VCO to the
exact frequency. The impedance of Q6 and
(17 varies as a function of the conduction
through them; that is, at saturation their im-
pedance is a minimum, but the impedance in-
creases as the current is decreased. The con-
duction of these two transistors is precisely
controlled by the control voltage from the
fasuoop phase detector in their emitter cir- '

cuits and by the control voltage fr.om the slow-
loop phase detector in their base eircuits. The
slowJoop controil voltage at pin 30(j) is uin-
nected through R12 to their bases, while the
fastloop control voltage at pin 5(E) is oon-
nected through resistance network R16-R21
to their emitters. The output of the VCO is
obtained from the collector of Q4 and applied
to bistable circuit Q2 and Q3, which d vides
the VCO frequency by two to produce the re-
quired local oscil'lator frequency. This bistable
circuit can produce an ambiguity, depending
upon the state that occurs when the flip-flop
is first energized.

(3) When the flip-flop is in the pro,per
state, QB is conducting at saturation and the
collector of Q3 is approximately at ground
potential. This low voltage is coupled through
pin 13(P) to the ambiguity gate in module
A5, inhibiting it. If the Q3 collector is at a
high potential, the gate is enabled and couples
a reset pulse through pin 11(M) to the base
of Q3, thus resettingi it to the proper state.

3-t

The local oscillator output from Q2 is coupled
through Cl and RB to buffer amplifier Q1.
The output of Q1 is then connected through
pin 3(C) to the mixer in module A1.

(4) The output fi'om the collector of Q5
is coupled to phase splitter Q9, which pro-
duces VCO outputs vrith 180o phase relation-
ships. The 0o output at pin 28(F) is connected
to the MOD'10 synthesizer divider, where it
is divided dou'n to 100 pulses per second. The
180' output at pin 29(H) is applied to the
inputs of both the fixed and variable count
gates to act as a recognition pulse for the
proper count from the synthesizer.

s. MOD-10 Counter Cirutits (A7, A8'
A91 , A22, and A23). Modules A7, A8, and
A21 through A23 are standard MOD-10
counter circuits. Figure 3-16 is a schematic
of a typical MOD-10 counter circuit, and the
follo'r'ing description is for a typical MOD-10
counter with decade outputs.

. (1) The counter is basically composed of
four flip-flops, utilizing the necessary feed-
back to produce a natural divide-by-l0 counter.
The card has both the true and false outputs
of each flip-flop br-ought out to the connector'
A diode matrix, required to provide a decimal
output, is also included on the card, and each

dec,imal output is tied tn an individual pin on
the conneclor. It is important to note that the
diode matrix is complete with the exception
of the pull-up resistors necessary to obtain
the basic AND function. This means that an
external pull-up resistor is required to obtain
any one of the decimal outputs.

(2) Since the basic flip-flop can take a
random stable state, assume that transistor
Q1 is conducting and Q2 is off. Since Ql is in
the saturated condition, its collector is at ap-
proximately +0.15 volt, while the collector of
Q2 is clamped appro*imately + 6 volts due
to the conduction of CR3. This +6 volts causes

the base of Q1 to be biased in the forward
direction thr"ough cr.oss-coupling resistor R3.
The base of Q2 is back-biased by the -12 volts
supprlied through R2. The back-bias network
provides basic immunity to high temperature.
When a pulse arrives at the input of
the MOD*10 counter (p,in A), it is steered to
either Ql or Q2 depending on the l"oltagre



level at the junction of R5, CR1, and Cl, and
the junction of R6, CR2, and C2. In the case
just described, Q1 is conducting; therefore,
its collector is at approximately 0 volts. This
supplies approximately 0 volts bias at the
junction of R5, CRl, and C1. The volts bias
allou's the incoming negative pulse to conduct
through CRl and drive Ql to the off condi-
tion. Conversely, Q2 originally was noncon-
ducting; therefore, its collector was at +6
,,olts, which biased the junction of R6, CR2,

and C2 to a positive voltage. The positive
voltage is a back bias for CR2; thus, the nega-

tive pulse is not conducted to Q2. After the
condition of the flip-flop is reversed by the
previous incoming negative transition, the
bias conditions at the t$'o junction points are
llso reversed. The next negative pulse is
steered 'to the opposite base. In this manner,
the first flip-flop of the MOD-10 counter
divides the incoming pulse stream by two.
The output of the first flip-flop is tied to the
toggle input of the second flip-flop through
the gate circuit consisting of CR20, CR21, and
R34.

(3) Assuming that the XIOD-1O counter
starts in the reset condition (that is, Q2, Q4,

Q6, and Q8 conducting), the gate made up of
CR20 and CR21 is enabled, and the gate made

up of CR18 and CR19 is disabled. This can be

shown by examining the enabling signal sup-
plied through CR19 and CR21, which is gen-

erated by the positive voltage level supplied
by Q?. Since Q7 is nonconducting, this level
is at +6 volts, supplying a positive bias
through CR19 and R35 to diode CR17. This
positive voltage is used to back-tr,ias CR17,
keeping the negative transitions from pass-
ing through C9 to the last flip-flop. The posi-
tive voltage resulting from Q7 is also applied
to CR21, keeping the AND gate comprised of
CR20 and CR21 continually enabled so that
the negative transitions from the first flip-
flop are continously applied to the toggle in-
put of the second flip-flop. This condition is
maintained until the circuit reaches a count of
nine, which is represented by a conducting
condition of Q1, Q4, Q6, and Q7 and a non-
conducting condition of Q2, Q3, Q5, and Q8.
The fact that Q1 and Q7 are now conducting
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results in the application of a zeto level volt-
age to the junction of CR18 and CR19, ena-

bling the next negative transition to be passed

through CR17 to reset the fourth flip-flop to
a ZERO condition. The zero level voltage
applied to CR21 disables the AND gate made

up of CR20 and QR21 and inhibits the next
negative transition from being carried to the
second flip-flop. In this manner, all four flip-
flops are placed in the ZERO condition, thus
providing a natural reset to decimal zero on

the tenth pulse. Examining each of the diode
gates sholl's that the binary conditions are
satisfied in each gate to provide a decimal
count from 1 through 10. As previously men-
tioned, it is necessary that a pull-up resistor
be added external to the card to make the
AND gates operate in the proper manner'

h. Four Flip-Flops Module (Ag). F\e,we
3-17 is a schematic diagram of the four flip-
flops module, which is designed to supply
the maximum number of flip-flops per card
with the minimum number of gates necessary
to accomplish normal binary operation. Four
circuits are available on the card, each having
a single complete pulse gate on each s,ide of
the flip-flop.

(1) The first two flip-flops (Q1-Q4)
are connected to gates on module A10 to make
up a MOD-3 module with decimal outputs
that provide the hundreds count for the syn-
thesizer. The third flip-flop (Q5-Q6) is the
inhibit circuit for the fixed and variable count
gates. The flip-flop consisting of Q7 and Q8
is used to divide the variable count gate output
by tu'o, and its output is used to reset the in-
hibit flip-flop. A flip-flop circuit is a bistable
multivibra,tor; that is, it can be stable in either
of two states. In each state one transistor is
on while the other is off. With an input trig-
ger pulse on one side, the circuit is switched
into one of the stable states; with an input
pulse on the opposite side, the circuit
is su'itched into the other stable state. Each
time su'itching occurs, an output level change
is provided.

(2) To examine the circuit operation,
assume that Ql is saturated and Q2 is cut off.
Since Ql is saturated, its collector is at ap-

3-9
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proximately +0.15 volt. The collector of Q2
is clamped at approximately +6 volts due to
the conduction of CR5. The base of Q1 is

biased in the forward direction by coupling
resistor R5, The base of Q2 is back-biased by
the -12 volt supply through R4. This back-
bias plovides the circuit with stability at high
temperatures. When an input pulse is applied
to pin D, it is differentiated by C1 and Rl.
Diode CRl allows only the negative portion
to be applied to the base of Q1. The negative
pulse overcomes the forward bias, increasing
as the collector current decreases. The increas-
ing collector voltage is coupled through RG

to the base of Q2, causing it to conduct and
thereby decreasing its collector voltage. Dur-
ing the rapid transition period when both
transistors are conducting, the conduction of
one transistol is decreasing while the other is
increasing. The chang:ing collector voltage of
each transistor is applied back to the base of
the other transistor. The regenerative feed-
back process continues until Ql is cut off and
Q2 is saturated. The positive collector swing
of Q1 is clamped at approximately *6 volts
by CR6. The circuit remains in this state until
a negative pulse arrives at the base of Q2,
causing it to revert to its original state.

(3) The output, taken from either col-
lector, is a unit step voltage for each pulse at
the input. A binary divider can be obtained by
connecting pin B to the collector of Ql and
pin E to the collector of Q2, then tying pins
C and D together as the triggering input.

i. One-Shot and Reset (A10). The sche-
matic for this module is shown in figure 3-18.
The circuits provided include a five-input
variable count AND gate, a five-input fixed
count AND gate, two-input OR gates, a nom-
inal z-microsecond one-shot, a reset driver,
ten output reset gates, and a complementary
emitter follower.

(1) The five-input variable count AND
gate consists of diodes CR12 throueh CR16
and pull-up resistor R18. The five-input fixed
count AND gate is made up of diodes CR17
through CR21 and pull-up resistor R21. Re-
sistors, R16, R17, R19, R20, and R23 serve as
pull-up resistors for five fixed decade output
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gates located in the units and tens synthesizer
divider modules.

(2) The set inhibit pulses and the count
recognition pulse inputs for the fixed count
gate are connecbed to pin 6(F). The reset in-
hibit pulse and the count recognition pulse

inputs are connected to pin 7(H). The varia-
ble count gate inputs at 9(K), 10(L), and
11(1VI) from the synthesizer dividers are se-

Iected through the thumbrn'heel switches,
while the fixed count gate inputs at 4(D),
5(E), and 22(Z) are obtained directlv from
the synthesizer dividers. A fixed count of 245
is obtained by gating a 200-count signal from
the hundreds divisor (MOD-3) through pin
22(Z) to diode CR21; the 40-count signal
from the tens divisor (MOD-10) through
pin 5(E) to diode CR18; and a 5-count signal
from the units divisor (I\{OD-10) through
pin 4(D) to diode CR17. The output of the
fixed count gate is coupled through differen-
tiator C2 and R6 to diode CR2, the input of
the count set OR gate, and to the bases of
complementary emitter-follower transistols
Q4 and Q5. The other input of the count reset
OR gate is applied from Lhe output of the
variable count gate through differentiator C1
and Rl to diode CRt. Whenever the OR gate
receives a pulse fi om either the fixed or varia-
ble count gate, indicating the completion of
the proper count for the gate, it triggers the
2-microsecond one-shot (Q1 and Q2) that
activates reset driver Q3 for the purpose of
resetting all three dividers to zero.

(B) The output pulse width of the con-
ventional one-shot multivibrator is controlled
by C3 and R4. Diodes CRB and CR4 clamp
the collectors of Q1 and Q2 to -16 r,olts. Re-
sistors R7 and R11 provide leverse biasing
from -12 volts. The output from the collector
of Ql is coupled to the reset driver, Q3.

(4) The reset driver is a saturating tran-
sistor switching circuit with the collector
clamp to +6 volts through CR5. It inverts the
one-shot pulse and supplies the drive current
for the 10 reset diodes, CR22 through CR31.

(5) The output of the complementary
emitter follower (Q4 and Q5) is a synthesized
100 pps derived from the VCO through the
synthesizer. It is used as a reference signal



for the synthesizer phased detectors and for
the ambiguitY gate.

(6) Diodes CR6 through CR11 and pull-
up resistors R14 and R15 make up the decimal
conversion gaies for hundreds divjsion
(MOD-3).

i. Slota- and, Fast-Loop Synthesizer Phase

Deter:tors ( A12 und, A19 ) . The schematic
drawing for the slow-loop phase detector is

shown in figure 3-19'

(1) The synthesized 100-pps reference
' signal is coupled to the bases of Q4 and Q5

through pin 12(N), C3, and R14. The two
corlected 100-pps leference signals from the

divider chain are coupled to the emitter of Q4
and the collector of Qb after having been

combined in the loop OR gate (CR1 and CR2),
the inverter (Q1), and the complementary
emitter follower (Q2 and Q3). The error sig-
nal output from the collector of Q4 and the
emitter of Qb is integrated by R16 and C4, a
long time constant, and is coupled to the
VCO through the unitl' gain amplifier (Q6

and Q7).
(2) The dc errol signal at the base of

Q6 is a function of the phase difference be-

trveen the input signals. It is transferled rvith-
out attenuation through Q6 and CR5 to the
collector of Q7. Zener diode CR6, with a nom-
inal 5.1-voit breakdown level, helps to estat>
lish a quiescent level of approximately -5
volts for the error signal that is rout-
ed through the voltage divider consisting of
resistors R19 and R20, and potentiometer R22
from the -12 volt source. Potentiometer R22- is used to corhpensate for any tolerance varia-
tions of components. The error signal that
emerges at pin 30(J) for application to the
VCO (A6) is a dc level varying above and
below the -5 volt quiescent level.

(3) A schematic drawing for the fast-
loop phase detector is sho*'n in figure 3-20.
The phase detector circuit (Q12 and Q13) is
similar to the slowJoop detector. The synthe-
sized 100-pps reference signal triggers a nom-
inal 500-microsecond one-shot multivilrrator
(Ql and QZ) that provides the pulse width
required by the hold gate. The one-shot out-
put is coupled to an emitter follorver (Q3).
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The buffered output appears at the sample

and holcl gate (Q11), with Q11 acting as a
constant-current source. The signal is applied

to the bases of phase detector transistors Q12

and Q13. Concurrently, the corrected 100-pps

reference signals with the l0/o and the 40/c
duty cycles are OR-gated through CR2, CR3,

and R13 to obtain the required 50% duty cycle

signal, which is invertetl by Q4 and is coupled

bo Q5 and Q6. The ramp generator is com-

posed of transistor Q5 and Q6 and an inte-
grating capacitor, C3.

(4) At apploximately 1 millisecond after
C3 begins to charge, the ramp is stopped for
500 microseconds by means of the buffered
pulse from the one-shot multivibrator applied

to the base of Q5. The charging of C3 con-

tinues after the 50O-microsecond interval has

elapsed. The resulting ramped x'ave, now con-

taining a 500-microsecond plateau that coin-
cides in time t'ith the output of the one-shot,

is applied through a high input impedance
unity gain amplifier consisting of Q7 through
Q10 and associated components to the phase

detector. It is compared with the 500-micro-
second pulse derived from the synthesized
100-pps, and the resulting: error signal is re-
lated to.the ramp signal amplitude at the time
of the plateau, which in turn is a function of
the phase shift between the input signals.
Integration of the error signal is accomplished
by the network consisting of C4 (4.7 p'f) ,

R35 (10 megohms), and R36. The integrated
error is applied to a unity gain amplifier (Q14
and Q15) and a subsequent emitter follower
to obtain isolation from the integrator and the
requisite power amplif ication.

k. Seruo and, AGC Phuse Deter:tor (415).
The schematic drawing for the phase detector
is shown in figure 3-21. The module contains
a complementary servo phase detector (Q1

and Q2), a bidirectional agc phase detector
(Q7), an agc input refetence OR gate and
amplifier (CR1, CRz, CR3, and Q6), comple-
mentary servo reference input amplifiers (Q3
and Q4), a unity gain inverter (Q8), a detec-
tor and filter (Q5), and an agc quadrature
output OR gate (CR4, CR5, CR6).

(1) The purpose of the servo phase de-
tector is to develop an erlor sigrral that is a

L
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function of the phase displacement between
the corrected 1-kc reference derived from the
local frequency standard and the 1-kc second

intermediate frequency signal from the re-
ceiver section.

(2) Complementary-corected l-kc refer'-
ence signals are applied through saturating
inverter amplifiers Q3 and Q4 to the bases of
phase detector transistors Q1 and Q2. The
rregative reference is applied to Q1, the posi
tive reference is applied to Q2, and the con-
stant-amplitude l-kc second IF signal is di-
lectly coupled to the collectors of Q1 and Q2.
'fhe resulting dc error signal is obtained at
the emitters of Q1 and Q2, and is coupled
through R2 to an external integrating capaci-
tor, C5. The divider network consisting of
R10, Rll (a potentiometer), and R12 is used
to establish a dc reference level for a balanced
error output.

(3) Since a relatively constant second
IF amplitude is needed for accurate phase
tracking, the gain of the receiver must be ac-
curately adjusted for sigaal strength variations
within a 40-db range. Therefore, the purpose
of the agc phase detector is to develop an
automatic gain control signal that is derived
only from variations in vlf carrier signal
strength. To accomplish the objective of sens-
ing carrier strength, but rejecting the potential
effects of noncoherent atmospheric noise, in-
volves application of a technique for coherent
signal detection capable of producing an agc
signal under all phase tracking conditions.

(4) Figure 3-6 illustrates the quadrature
detection scheme used to generate the com-
bined agc signal. In particular, it shows that
the 90o and 270o quadrants of detection are
obtained from the servo phase detector and
are combined in an OR gate with signals from
the agc detector corresponding to the 0o and
180' quadlants. Under normal phase tracking
condi ions, i.e., when the servo phase detector
is at null, agc detector Q7 will develop a sig-
nal which is the product of the 1-kc IF input
applied to the collector and a corrected l-kc
rpference signal (derived from selected out-
puts of MOD-10 divider A22) that is dis-
placed 90o from the servo phase detector ref-
erence. The output of Q7 is integrated by the
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network consisting of R24 and C8, and is ap-
plied to OR gate input diode CR5 and through
CR7 to the input of unity gain inverter Q8.
The output of the inverter is applied to OR
gate input diode CR6, and its phase is 180o

with respect to the signal at diode CR5.
(5) The servo phase detector-integrator-

amplifier-detector/filter chain is connected
to OR gate input diode CR6, but since the
servo phase detector is at null, no signal is
provided. Thus, during normal phase track,
only the signal at diode CR5 *'ill appear at
the output of the combined agc OR gate con-
sisting of diodes CR5, CR6, and CR7.

(6) At times t'hen the phase comparator
servo is not nulled, the phase displacement of
the 1-kc second IF signal with respect to the
corrected 1-kc reference signal at agc detectoi'
Q7 v'ould reduce the agc voltage at C8 as a
function of that phase difference. In fact, if
a 90" shift $'ere encountered, the agc voltage
at C8 u'ould tend toward zero, even though
there rvere no actual change in vlf signal level.
If this were allolyed to occur, the agc-actuated
ser'\,o cutout (A17) l'ould disable the servo,
and phase shifter action u'ould stop. Horvever,
a maxirnum servo detector enor voltage *'ould
exist at this time because of the large phase
displacement. Since the error signal is capaci-
tively coupled to inverter amplifier Q5, a
significant signal would appear at OR gate
input diode CR6. Consequently, a nolmal agc
signal level would be obtained at the output
of the OR gate, and the phase comparator
servo would continue to seek a null.

(7) In the event a still larger IF to ref-
erence signal shift were encountered by the
servo detector, e.g., 180', a negative voltage
t'ould accumulate at agc integrator capacitor
C8. In this case a normal agc would be ob-
tained because the integrated signal is applied
to unity gain amplifier Q8, n'here the signal
is reversed in phase and is applied to OR gate
input diode CR6.

l. 1-kc IF Amplifier (416). A schematic
drawing for the l-kc IF amplifier is shown in
figure 3-22. The module contains two separate
sections of IF amplification.

(1) The first section is composed of a
tuned amplifier and a complementary emitter



follower that accents the output of normal
mode second mixer A4 and provides the sig-
nal amplification to drive audio amplifier A19.

(2) The second section is composed of
tuned amplifier Q4, emitter follower Q5, com-
plementary emitter follower QG and Q7, a

diode clipper netu'ork, an untuned amplifier
Q8, emitter follower Q9, and output com-
plementary emitter follower Q10 and Q11.
The input to the second section is either the
output of normal mode second mixer A4 or
the output of 1-kc IF amplifier A3, which fol-
lows the X4 second mixer. The output of the
second section is used only for the agc and
servo phase detectors.

(3) The tuned circuit L2, C8, and C10
in the collector circuit of Q4 is tuned to 1kc
and has a nominal bandpass of 50 cps at the
3-db points. The 50-cps bandpass provides
the desired selectivity and ensures the rejection
of noise and undesirable harmonics.

(4) The extremely high input impedance
of emitter follower Q5 is needed to prevent
any significant loading of the tuned circuit in
the collector of Q4. The complementary emit-
ter follower (Q6 and Q7) provides the drive
current required for the symmetrical clipper
(CRl and CR2). With the additional gain ob-
tained by means of the untuned amplifier
(Q8), an overall signal voltage gain of 32 db
is achieved. Isolation of the untuned amplifier
and restoration of appropriate power levels
are accomp'lished with the unity gain amplifier,
which consists of an emitter follower (Q9)
and a complementary emitter follower (Q10
and Q11).

m. Seruo Cutout (A17). The schematic
drawing for the servo cutout (A1?) is shown
in figure 3-23. The module contains the cir-
cuits needed to accomplish the following:
disable the servo when the carrier level falls
to a point too low for reliable phase tracking,
control a visual indication of loss of the local
frequency standard input, provided appro-
priate voltages for manual slewing of the
servo, and supply a junction point for six se-
lectable panel meter test points.

(l) The local standard input is connected
to pin 30(j), through coupling network Cl
and R18, and to the detector and filter net-
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work consisting of CRl, CR2, C2, and R2'
The rectified and filtered local frequency
standard input at the base of Q2 causes it to
conduct and energize retay Kl when the IN-
TERRUPT WARNING switch is operated'

When relay Kl is energized, contacts 4 and

6 and contacts 5 and 3 are closed. K1 is main-
tained in an enetgized state by the application
of + 12 volts through holding contacts 6 and
4. If the local frequency standard output is

interrupted, transistor Q2 stops conducting
and relay K1 is deenergized. When K1 is de-

energized, contacts 6 and 8, and c'ontacts 3
and 1 are closed. With contacts 3 and 1 closed,

the Pt R STD warning lamp will operate
until the local frequency standard output is

restored and ;he INTERIIUPT WARNING
switch is depressed.

(2) The servo cutout circuit consists of
Q1, Q3, relay K2, and associated components.
The agc voltage from the agc amplifier (A2)
is connected to pin 6(F), through integrator
R8 and C3, to the base of Ql. With no carrier
present, the voltage at the base of Q1 is ap-
proximately + 8 volts, which is sufficient to
maintain Q1 at cutoff because the emitter of
Ql is biased nominally at +6 volts through
network R12, R17, CR3, and R1l from the
+12 volt supply. The bias level is adjusted
by R17 and establishes the agc threshhold
level. With carrier present, the agc level at
the base of Ql drops below the Posi-
tive threshhold level at the emitter and allows

Q1 to conduct. When Q1 conducts, the col-
lector is slightly positive and causes QB to
conduct and to energize relay K2. With K2
energized, contacts 6 and 8 open and the pow-
er from the carrier indicator lamp is removed.
At the same time, contacts 5 and 3 are closed,
coupling the output of servo driver amplifier
(A18) to the servo motor to allow normal
tracking. When the carrier is lost or falls be-
low the agc threshhold, Q1 will cease to con-
duct, causing the collector to go negative and
to cut off Q3, thus deenergizing relay K2.
With contacts 3 and 5 open, the servo motor
is decoupled from the servo driver amplifier
and is connected through contact 1 to Rl3.
The path through R13 provides the dynamic
braking needed to prevent unwanted coasting
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or overshoot. Since contacts 6 and 8 are closed
at this time, polver is applied to the carrier
indicators. Unlike the PWR STD indicator,
the carrier indicator extinguishes automatically
when the carrier retutns.

(3) To prevent the servo from being cut
out during momentaly interruptions in the
carrier', R8 and C3, having a long time con-
stant, hold the level at the base of Q1 high
for approximately 15 seconds, but allow cut-
out of the ser-vo when vlf Lransmission ceases

for a longer period.

n. Audio Amplif ier (A19). The schematic
drawing for the audio amplifier is shor,'n in
figure 3-24. The 1-kc input flom the tF am-
plifier is connected to pin 1(A) and the base
of Q1. Transistor Ql is a driver stage for the
subserluent push-pu1l output stage. It is tlans-
former-coupled to the bases of transislors Q2
and Q3, r'hich are connected in a conventional
push-pull alrangement, t'ith audio output
transformer T2. The secondary of T2 supplies
the driving power for the speaker on the front
panel. Resistor R6 and capacitors C5 and C6
make up a tone filter for the aural output.
Resistor RB and diode CRl provide bias for
the push-pull stage, *'hile bias for voltage am-
plifier Q1 is provided by Rl and R2. Resistor
R2 is bypassed by capacitor Cl so that degen-
erative feedback is provided only by the volt-
age drop across Rl.

o. Plu,s anrl l[intts 12-rolt Porcer Supplg
(A20). The schematic drawing for the plus
and minus lZ-volt power supply module is
shown in figure 3-25. This module contains
the regulator sections of t*'o identical porrer
supplies that furnish the positive and negative
12 volts dc required for the various vlf-128
circuits.

(1) Regulation to within 0.05 percent of
the nominal output voltage is provided for
line-voltage variations of 95 to 130 volts ac
and load variations of 0 to 800 milliampei'es.
Temperature compensation circuits regulate
to within 0.005 percent per degree centigrade.
Ihe oulpub lipple is approximately 1 mv peak-
to-peak at full load.

(2) Powel transformel T1, filter capaci-
tors C1 through C4, transistors Q1 through
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Q4, and resistors R3 and R4 are mounted on

the vif-12B chassis (see figure 3-8). Trans-
former T1 has trvo separate 40-r,olt rms center'
tapped secondary w'indings. One of these is

connected to diodes CRl, CRz, CR3, and CR4
on assembly A20 and the other to diodes CR10,
CRl1, CR12, and CR13 to make up tu'o sep-

arate full-v'ave rectifiers. One rectifier sup-
plies approximately +56 r'olts peak to filtet'
input capacitor C4, and the other supplies -28
volts peak to filter input capacitor C3. Regu-
Iation of the + 12 volts is provided by chassis-
mounted series regulator transistors Q4 and

Q3. These tlansistors are controlled by the
legulator dliver amDlifier' (Ql), an emitter
follov'er that leceives an input signal from the
errot'-detector amplif ier.

(3) The follorving discussion contains
refelences to the circuit module shown in fig-
ure 3-25. Transistols Q4 and Q5 comprise a
differential amplifier that senses the dc out-
put variations. 'Ihe netu'olk consisting of R13,
R14, and R15 (a potentiometer) constitutes a
voitage dividel across the output, and the cen-
ter tap of R15 is used to adjust the signal in-
put level to the differential amplifier. Zenel
diode CR8 is used to esfablish a reference ele-
ment for comparison with the output varia-
tions. The output of the differential amplifier
is applied to dc amplifier Q3, s.hich supplies
the driver current for emitter follower Q1,
the series legulatol driver'. Series regulators
Q4 and Q3 (on chassis) ale connected as a
Darlington pair with the emitter of Q3 driving
the b:rse of Q4 directly. The Darlington ar'-
rangement plovides a high dc gain.

(4) Transistor Q2 is used in a current-
limiting circuit that plotects the series regula-
tors (Q3 and Q4) from accidental shorts or
extreme overload by limiting the regular drive
signal at the output of emitter follower Q1.
To examine the regulating circuit, assume that
the output dc tends to increase. The voltage
at the base of Q5 will increase a small amount.
However, the voltage at the base of Q4 will
increase in direct proportion to the output,
or-ing to the action of the Zener diode. This
in turn increases the current through Q4 and
collector load resistor R12. The increased cur-
lent through Q4 increases the voltage at the



collector of Q5, which is connected to the base

of Q3. This in turn increases the current
thlough Q3, decreasing the collector voltage.
The decreased voltage at the base of emitter
follower Ql causes the emitter current and
the voltage across emitter resistors R4 and R5
to decrease. ln turn, the voltage drop across

Q4 (on chassis) is increased, and the output
voltage is maintained at the normal value of

'12 volts,
(5) If the load voltage tends to decrease,

the action of the regu'lator decteases the volt-
age drop across Q4, increasing the load voltage
to + 12 r'olts. The load voltage can be adjusted
approximately 11.5 volts above and below
the + 12 volt level by means of potentiometer
It 15.

(6) Current limiting transistor Q2 nor-
mally is cut off. When the Ioad current in-
creases above 1 amp, or an accidental short
occurs, Q2 begins to conduct since the emitter
voltage, which is normally + 12 volts, drops
below the voltage at its base. This increased
current reduces its collector voltage, rvhich in
turn reduces the current through Ql. The re-
duced current in Ql reduces the current in Q3
and Q4 (on chassis) and causes the resistance
of Q4 to increase, thus limiting the load cur-
rent. In the event of an actual short, Q4 is cut
off, thus presenting a high impedance to the
load and reducing the load cuuent to a low
value.

(7) Voltage-sensing connections are
brought out at pins 11 and 13 to enable sens-
ing of the output at a load operated at some
remote point from the supply.

p. Olttptlt Buffers (425), Refer to the
schematic drar'ing of figure 3-26. This card
is designed to supply the maximum number
of buffers that can be mounted on the basic
card area. Completely independent in opera-
tion, each inverter circuit forms a complete
buffer betrveen the input and the output so
that shorts at the output will not affect the
input circuit.

(1) The circuit is unique in that it uti-
lizes a complementary amplifier to provide a
bi-directional low output impedance. This is
possible since a separate transistor is in satura-
tion for both the high, "1", and the low, "0,"
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output conclition. The output is a true 50-ohm

impedance capable of feeding a matched coax-
ial Iine without degenerating the leading and
trailing edges of pulses.

(2) An input signal, at pin D, is coupled

to the bases of transistors Q1 and Q2, by re-
sistors Rl and R2, respectively. The comple-
mentary transistors, Q1 and Q2, saturate or
turn off as the respective bases are driven by
the input signal. With a positive logical "1,"
input signal transistor Ql turns off and tran-
sistor Q2 turns on. Resistors R3 and R4 sup-
ply a back bias to the respective transistors,
thus giving the circuit high temperature sta-
bility. Resistors R5 and R6 are used to supplv
a minimum output resistance since the satura-
tion resistance of the transistors is approxi-
mately 15 ohms. These resistors also form
collector loads used to protect the transistors
from damage in case the output is inadvert-
ently shorted.

(3) In the event of a very small output
curlent, resistor R7 or R8 maintains a design
minimum collector current. This is necessary
to avoid problems created by the variation of
transistor beta at low-level saturation currents.

q. 100-kr: Amplifier and, Phase Shifter
(A14). Thts circuit is used only in models
containing the mechanical servo. (In receivers
that contain the electronic servo, this module
is replaced by a delay line and phase shifter
module in the same card location.) The sche-
matic drau'ing of the 100-kc amplifier and
phase shifter is shown in figure 3-27.

(1) The input from the local frequency
standard is coupled through C5 and R25 at
pin 5 (E) to a symmetrical clipper consisting
of CRI and CR2. The clipped signal is capac-
itively coupled to emitter follower Q7 to iso-
late the clipper and to provide driving power
io amplifier Q8. The o,utput is connected to
pin 2 (B). When the 1-mc option is used, pin
2(B) connects to a XIOD-1O module, which
is used to divide the 1 mc to 100 kc, and to a
rear panel switch that is used to select either
the 100-kc or l-mc source. If only a 100-kc in-
put is used, pin 2(B) is jumpered to 10(L),
where it is coupled through C8 and R34 to a
100-kc amplifier and filter, Q9.
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(2) Transistor Q9 provides some am-
plification to the 100-kc signal, which is then
filtered by low-pass filter C9, C10, and L1.
The resulting 100-kc sinewave is coupled to
paraphase amplifier Q10, which provides out-
put sinervaves of equal amplitude having a
180o phase relationship to each other. These
signals appear at pins 12(N) and 14(R) for
connection to the externally mounted phase
shifter. An rc net*'ork divides the signals into
four 90o quadrants.

(3) The phase shiftel is in effer:t a motor-
rlriven capacitor with four segments, one for'
each quadrant. It changes capacitance and thus
shifts ihe phase of the 100-kc local standard
signal in direct proportion to the remaining
detected phase error between the local stand-
ard signal and the l-kc second IF. The shifted
output, a coherent 100-kc signal, is obtained
from pin 5 of the phase shifter and is con-
nected to pin 30(j) of the 100-kc amplifier.
From pin 30(j), the coherent 100-kc signal is
coupled to emitter follower Q1, which iso-
Iates the external phase shifter from amplifier
Q2. After being amplified by Q2, the 100-kc
signal is coupled to another emitter follo'ri.er
(Q3), which drives a Schmitt trigger (Q4 and
Q5). Here the coherent sinewave is squared
and is applied, through emitter follower Q6,
to a dc restorer (C14 and CR3) to achieve the
proper logic level needed to operate elements
of the divider chain, and to integrator R24
and C4, which produces a 100-kc monitor sig-
nal for the panel meter.

r.76.8- to 1O0-KC Con"-et.ter Assembly
(A2tt). 'fhis option arrangement enables the
direct comparison of a 76.8-kc frequency stand-
ard with all of the receivable vlf channels ap-
plied at the vlf-12B input.

(1) This option is accomplished by in-
sertion of a special 76.8-kc to 100-kc converter
printed-circuit card into connector XA24.
When this special card is inserted, the local
standard input switch on the rear of the panel
can be used to select a 100-kc input or a 76.8-
kc input. This option works the same as the
1-mc/100-kc frequency standard input option.
The input level required is 0.5 to 15 volts rms.
The input impedance is 10,000 ohms or
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greater. These characteristics are identical to
those of the local frequency standard input of
the normal vlf-l2B.

(2) The conversion from 76.8 kc to 100
kc is accomplished by a series of multiplication
and division technitlues, The specific process
in this case is to multiply by 5, divide by 6,
multiply by 5, divide by 4, multiply by 5, and
finally divide by 4. This arrangement provides
a composite multiplication raLio of L25/96,
which converts 76.8 kc to 100 kc, A detailed
circuit schematic is shown in figure 3-28. The
76.8-kc input is supplied from A14 (100-kc
amplifier and phase shifter). The circuits con-
tained on A14 will amplify and clamp the fre-
tluency standard signal so that bhe input to
the 76.8-kc to 100-kc converter is squared and
has an amplitude of approximately 6 volts
peak to peak. This signal is applied to the Xb
multiplier consisting of the Q1, Q2, and Q3
circuits. Q1 is the basic multiplier and has a
reSonant circuit tuned to 384 kc. The fifth
halrnonic is selected by the tuned circuit and
applied to the input of Q2. Q2 and Q3 con-
stitute a squaring and buffer circuit which
ensures that the output waveforn of the X5
multiplier is of adequate amplitude and rise
time to properly operate the digital divider
circuit that follows.

(3) The divide-by-6 circuit is made up of
FFl, FF2, FF3, and utilizes integrated circuits..
In this case Fairchild flat-pack DT6,L inte-
grated logic circuits are used. The logic con-
nection is a basic binary divider which incor-
porates feedback to aocomplish the divide-by-6
function. The feedback provides a divide-by-3
and lhen a divide-by-2 logic, thus producing
a square-wave oubput. This square-wave out-
put is an optimum $-aveform for the following
X5 multiplier.

(4) The X5 multiplier, represented by
the Q4, Q5, and Q6 circuits, is almost identical
to the X5 multiplier previously described. The
only difference is that the resonant circuit is
tuned to 320 kc, thus selecting the fifth har-
monic of the input frequency.

(5) The divide-by-4 oircuit, represented
by FF4 and FF5, utilizes the same Fairchild
flat-packs previously mentioned. In this case,
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horvever, the logic is a standard binary divider
without feedback. The resonant circuit of the
last X5 multiplier is tuned to 40 kc, the fifth
harmonic of its input frequency. The output
of the last divide-by-4 circuit is a 100-kc square
wave, which is phase-coherent with the 76.8 kc
input.

s. Seruo Motor Dri',-er ( A18 ) . Fignte 3-29
is a schematic diagram for this module. The
seno motor driver module is used only in re-
ceivers containing the mechanical servo. The
input from the servo phase detector is con-
nected to pin 7 (H). At this point the ldc
error signal is chopped at a nominal 1-kc rate
by chopper transistor (11, which is operated
by a 1-kc astable multiviblator (Q7 and Q10).
Chopping of the error signal pr.ovides an ac
error siglal u'hich can be capacitively coupled
to the amplifiers. This eliminates the need
for dc amplifiers and their inherent drift prob-
lems. The chopned 1-kc signal is capacitively
coupled to emitter fo'llower Q2. The output
of this emitter follower provides drive to am-
plifier Q3. Capacitor C4, in the collecbor oir-
cuit of Q3, is used to remove any spikes which
may occur as a result of the chopping. The
output of Q3 is coupled to another emitter
follower, Q4, whose output is capacitively
coupled to complementary emitter follos'er
Q5 and Q6. The output from this circuit, taken
from the emitters, is coupled to a synchronous
demodulator through transformer T1, which
provides complementary inputs of the error
signal to the tu'o bi-directional transistors,
Q11 and Ql2. Complementary l-kc square-
rvave inputs from the 1-kc astable multivibrator
are fed to the base circuits, to provide reference
signals for the sy'nchr"onous demodulator.
When the phase of the signal fr"orn the servo
phase deiector advances relative to the refer-
ence, a positive dc is provided at the output
of the demodulator; conversely, a negative dc
is provided when the phase is retarded. This
tdc eror is coupled to complementary emitter
follou.er Q13 and (il4, which provides driving
Dower to the serwo motor at pin 30(j). The
output of emitter follower Q2 is also coupled
to the agc phase detector, through integrator
R37 and C15, to help provide synchr.onous
agc.

3-9. Power Control ond Protective Circuits

Refer to the schematic given in figure 3-8 for
the pol'er control and proteotive circuits of
the vlf-12B (115-volt ac operation). Primary
pou'er of 95 to 130 volts ac, 48 to 40 cps, is
supplied through two lines to 3-pin connector
Jl at the rear of the vlf-l2B; the third line
is used for chassis grounding. The connector
is an integral part of line filter FL1, which is
used to reduce radioflequency interference
(rfi) transmitted by power linss. A shielded
trvisted-pair from the filter is connected
through a lighted pushbutton switch, S9, on
the front panel and a O.5-ampere sloll'-blow
fuse, Fl, located on the rear panel, to the
primary winding of porver traasformer T1.
The lighted switch (S9) provides a visual in-
dication of uninterrupted power.

3-10. Plus 24-Y olt DC Operotion (Optionot)

a. In a vlf-l2B provided t'ith this option,
a dc-to-dc converter is used for obtaini'ng stand-
by pou'er automatically from an exter"nal 24-
volt dc battery supply in the event of ac power
failure. The schematic drav'ing of the convert-
er is shom in figure 3-30. Twenty-four volts
dc tl volt is connected to terminal strip TB1
'located on the rear panel of the vlf-128. (See

figure 3-8.)
h. The completely sealed converter unit

contains a dc-to-ac inverter, which supplies
current to the primary of a power transformer
that has three separate secondary windings.
Rectifiers for each winding are contained in
the same unit. The unit furnishes trlrc 36-volt,
trrc 18-vo1t, and one 9-volt dc output. Exter-
nally, the 36-volt outpuls are connected to
separate l2-volt dc regulators.

/'. A transfer to batter.v source power is ac-
complished when the primary ac line voltage
drops below 90 volts. When this happens, the
effective reverse bias, normally applied to the
converter rectifier diodes by the vlf-12B pow-
er suoply, is reduced and the battery source
supplies the required curent. The transfer is
accomplished u.ithout interruption of power.

d. A battery supply capable of providing
24 volts dc i1 volt for a minimum period of
8 hours is recommended. This implies the use
of batteries having a rating of at 'least 

7.8
ampere-hours.

3-17
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A23-TP-6 100 PPs

A23 - Decimol

3 Outputs 100 PPs

A23 - Decimo I

8 OutPuts 100 PPs

Fost Loop Ref.

100 pps

Slow Loop Ref.
100 pps

(c)

(D)

(E)

(F)

I

E L5A95-4r3-15/3-10

Figure 3-5. Ph.aee iletectoi' wcaaelonns
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26

1. SPEAXER
2. A2J . SER\O -{SS\
3. CHART NTCORI]IR
.1. Q2 & Q,! DC Ir()WER SUPPLY n[G lsTR
5. A14 - TOO-KC A}]PLIFIER A\D PII\StJ SIIIT'|ER

6. A15 - SERVO & A(JC P}L\SE DIil'!,(]TOR
?. Cr & C2 _ PO\\'IR SLPPL! CAP,'\Cflons
8. A16 - L-KC IF. AllPLll'lliIt
9. A17 - SER\A CUT()l-f

10. A18 - SEIiYO \()TOn DRIf}llt
11, A19 - AUDIO A\IPI,It'II.]It
72. A2O - + 12-\rOLT P(rllER StiPPLY
13. T1 - POWER SUPPI,)"IRANSFO]I]ILR
14 A2l I10D-10 - 10!-KC TO l(r_tic DI\.U)III
I5 A22 IIOD.TO - lO.IiC TO i'KC I)I!IL]ER

1ri. A?3 XIOD 1o - 1-KC to 100-PPS DIVIDER
1?. DC.TO-DC CONVERTER
1E. A1 - NI XIODULE
]9- A2 - 1].2i KC IP. AIIPLIFTER
20. A!.1 - ilj.! TO 100-KC CO\"\'ERTER
21. -{.1 - NOR\tAl. lloDli 2ND IIL\ER
22. A5 3 ILTP-FLOPS & GATES
13. .\r, \'Cu AND InCAL OScILL{TOR
]{. A7 . I1OO-10 LNITS DIVIDER
2i. AS - }IOD-I0'iENS DTVIDER

26. A9.+FLIP-FIOPS
2?. A1O. ON}J SFCT & RESET
28. ,\12 - SYNTUTISIZER DET (SLow_LOoP)
29. A13 - STN f IiESIZER .' DET (FAST-LOOP)
30. A25 - OUTPUT BUEFIRS
Jl. A28 . 'I'IJL:}1B\\'IIEI]L SWITCII ASSEMBLY

E L5a95-4r3-15/3-r,.

Figure 3-9. VLF-128 rcceiuer-phase ct hpo,rato,t', top Diexo
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CHAPTER 4

MAINTENANCE

Section l. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

4-I. Generol

This chapter provides instructions for the
preventive maintenance, corrective mainte-
nance, removal and replacement, and align-
ment and calibra,tion of the vlf-l2B. The
printed-circuit card approach utilized in the
construction of the vlf-l2B provides a rapid
yet simple method of maintenance. If a failure
should occur, it may quickly be isolated to a
malfunctioning card assembly and this card
replaced. The defective card assembly may
then be subjected to trouble analysis without
having the equipment inoperative for any
length of time.

4-2. Scope of Prevenlive Moinlenonce

o. Preventive maintenance consists essential-
ly of cleaning and general inspection of the
unit to maintain the best envircnment for
equipment operation. The frequency of this
periodic maintenance is given where applicable
or useful. Pr"ocedural instructions are also
gilren as appropriate for the period mainte-
nanc€.

b. When used in a normal or controlled
environment, the vlf-l2B can be expected to
operate properly for long periods with little
or no maintenance required. However, it is
expected that the operating personnel will be

concerred with attending to the physical con-
dition of the equipment, with checking for
evidence of damage and wear, and with making
certain component replacements, repairs, and
adjustments. These funotions include:

(1) Visual and operational inspection of
the equipment, cabling, and connections

(2) Operational check of functions and
controls

(3) Replacement of lamps, fuses, and
chart paper

(4) Repair of coaxial and multiconductor
cabling

4-3. Tools qnd Moteriols Required

The following tools and materials are required
for proper performance of preventive mainte-
nancf :

a. A set of common hand tools consisting
of:

(1) Screwdriver', 6 by 1/4 inch
(2) Diaeonal attwr, 4 oi 6 inches
(3) Needle-nose pliers, 4 or 6 inches
(4) Soldering iron, 30-watt, pencil-type
(5) Wrench, open-end, adjustable
(6) Brush, bristle, 2-inch
(7) Wrench set, hexagonal-head
(8) Card extrastion tool

b. Several patches of clean cloth, approxi
mately4by4inchas.

c. Cleaning compound for cleaning elec-
trical contacts.

zl4. Preventive Mointenonce Procedures

a. Genetal. Preventive maintenance entails
the inspection and cleaning of the vlf-128.
Most of the unit components require only
minor attention from time to time, as they are
designed to be relatively independent and
accordingly fail-safe. Inspections, for the most
part, are visual, and will detect and substand-
ard conditions of those items that require
special attention on a periodic schedule. The
major areas of concern to a periodic mainte-
nance plan are given in paragraphs 4-4b
through 4-4e. The procedures are given in
paragraphs 4-4f through 4-4h.
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b. Lubrication and, Oili,ng. The mechanical
moving parts in the vlf-l2B that require lubri
cation have been previously lubricated with a
permanent-t1'pe lubricant of high quality'

c. Cleaning. Cleaning can be a major factor
affecting the life of the equipment, and in
general will save a lot of equipment dowa-
time and unnecessary damage. A few recom-
mmdations are listed below.

(1) Each time an assembly or unit is re'
rraired or handled, clean up the a.ssociated

litter and subject itern.
(2) Loosely coil test leads and cables;

then store them where they are neat and con-

venient for next usage.
(3) Clean or lvipe the panels' instru-

menls, switches, control knobs, glass etc.
(4) Do not handle dial faces, panels, or

controls u'ithout reason, because grease and
foreign matter on the hands is deposdted in
this manner and contributes to the overall un-
sightly condition of the equipment

(5) Dust ar.ound all equipment areas

daily.
(6) Vacuum dust from all assernblies by

using a high-powered vacuum clesner or blow-
er to remove accumulations of tlirt and dust
from all assemblies, printed-circuit cards, mod-
ules, and components, Give particular atten-
tion to the bottom of each cabinert, and ma.ke

sur.e that all dirt and foreign matter are re-
mo!"ed.

d,. P eri,od,i c I nsp ections. Periodic inspections
of the vlf-12B are essentially divided into two
categpries. These are visual examination and
operational dreckout of the equipment. The
visual examination should include a check of
all of the cables and wiring in the equipment
on a monthly basis for signs of fraying or dam-
age. Without the equipment operating, manip-
ulate all knobs, switches, and controls while
observing them for unnecessary play or loose-
nsss in action. Check electrical connections
for secure mounting; tighten lugs and ter-
minals where needed. Check all painted sur-
faces for evidence of scratching, grazing, or
chipping. Unusual discoloration should be re'
ported or log:ged in a suitable manner. All
panel lettering is embossed by a special phobo-
graphic process, and then sprayed with a pro-
tective coating. At the appropriate parts loca-

+2

tions on the chassis, printed-cirouit cards, etc,

components are identified'with suitab'le refer-
ence designations in black ink that has been

stamped and t}ten covered with a protective
clear lacquer. Therefore, an inspection which
reveals unsatisfactory appearance with regard
to the panel finishes should be c'orrected at
the first opportunity. Usually, retouching
various painted surfaces can be accomplished
during the time of a routine equipment shut-
down. Deep chips and scratches may require
more than one retouching application to ob-

tain a desired finisheil appearance' Another
phase of visual periodic inspection includes
an examination of all broken hardware and

aecessories that may not affect the electronic
operation of the equipment. Their replace;

ment, however, should be facilitated as soon

as appropriate without constituting a specific
equipment shutdown. Each item of hardware
selectecl for use in the equipment has some

functiona'l purpose that has been provided
for the ease of maintenance or operation by
the associated personne'l, and therefore should

be kept in as ready a state as prapticable.

e. Sched,ules. Periodic inspection of the vlf-
12B should be scheduled as a preventive main-
tenance measure on a monthly tnsis. However,
the interval may be changed, depending upon
the nature of the operating environment. If
the equipment is subjected to a dirty or corro-
sive aknosphere or if vibration transmitted to
the equipment is si8nificant, the visual and
operational inspection and cleaning should be

scheduled on a weekly basis. The various
lamps and fuses ar.e to be replaced on an "as
required" basis. However, if a fuse should
burrr out, further inspection of the equipment
should be made to check for possible damage

to the equipment that caused the burnout.
The recorder chart paper is also replaced on

an "as required" basis.

f, Vi,sual and Operatiotnl Inspection and'

Cteating. With power to the equipment re-
movetl, check thoroughly for dirt, dust, and
corrosion. Use a soft-bristle brush to remove
accumurlations of dust and dirt on interior and
exterior surfaces and on the readily accessible
printed-circuit boards and wafer switches.
Check all controls for loose knolrs and for



binding or looseness against the panel mount-
ings. After the pre-operational checks ar€ per-
formed and while power is still applied to the
equipment, manipulate all cables and connec-
tors; observe the front panel indicators for
evidence of erratic or interrupted operation
that may be due to a faulty eonnection. When
nece.ssary, repair the cnoaxial or multiconductor
cables according to the proeedures shown in
figures 4-1 and 4-2, respeotively.

g. Replacement of Lamps anil Fuses
(1) Replace the INTERRUPT WARN-

ING indicator lamps as follows:
(a) Grasp the switch cover plate firm-

ly with t}e fingers and pull the ]ight assembly
straiEht out from the front panel.

Note. Be careful not to loose name plates cr
lamp covers.

(b) Remove the burned-out lamp from
the rear of the lamp assembly by g:rasping it
with the fingers and pulling straight out.

(c) Press the new lamp into the socket
of the lamp assembly.

(d) Replace the entire assembly into
the socket by pushing it straight in, as far as
it will go.

(2) Replace a burned-out fuse as follows:
(a) Grasp the fuseholder with the fin-

gers and turrl it counterclockwise l/4 lurn;
,then withdraw the fuseholder u"ith the blown
fuse.

(b) Remove the defective fuse from
the holder. After determining and repairing
the trouble causing the fuse to blow, replace
the fuse with a new fuse of identical value.

(r) Replace the fuseholder by pushing
it ag:ainst tJ-re spring tension of the socket, and
then turning the holder clockwise l/4 lwn,
The entire holder should remain locked into
the socket.

h. Chart Paper Loading. Replace the chart
paper by utilizing the following procedure,
illustrated in figure 4-3:

Caution: \ hen loading chart paper, rc-
move equipment power.

(1) At the lower-right coraer of the
lranel, loosen the knurled thumbscrew and
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open the panel until the catch engages the
panel in the raised position.

(2) Push up the two retaining clips;
then remove both the empty supply spool and
the take-up spool frorn their slots.

(3) Place a new roll of chart paper on
the supply roll in such a manner that the per-
forations in the paper are adjacmt to the
knurled shoulder of the roller.

(4) Remove the masking tape from the
roll of chart paper; the masking tape may be
retained for later use.

(5) With the back (dark) side of the
paper facing you, ro'll out approximately 8
inches of paper from the supply roll.

(6) Use the masking tape removed in
step (4) to attach the end of the paper to the
cardboard tube on the take-up spool. Be sure
to keep the edges of the paper parallel with
the edges of the cardboard tube.

(7) With the graph side of the paper
visible, r.oll the paper onto the takeup spool.

(8) Using both hands, as showl in figure
4-3, slide the paper into the recorder until
the holes in the paper engage t}le sprockets
on the drive drum. Without tearing the paper
perforations, hold the paper taut against the
drive drum. Be sure to keep the paper above
the pointer guard.

Nore. Eiercise care during the loading steps
to prevent snagging the stylus with the chart paper.

(9) Depress the brake and insert the
full supprly r.oll into the t$'o upper slots on
the metal frame.

(10) Take up any slack by rolling the
excess paper around the take-up spool; then
insert the partially loaded take-up spool into
the two lower slots on the metal frame.

(11) With both the supply roll and the
take-up spool in their respective slots, push
down the two retaining clips to their locked
positions.

(12) Release the locking catch holding
the panel in the raised position, and then low-
er the panel to the closed position and tighten
the knurled thumbscrew.

4-3
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Section ll. CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

4-5. Generol

a. Corrective maintenance (troub'le analy-
sis) is presented to isolate malfunctions to a
particular circuit in the vlf-l2B, and is in-
tended to be perfor:ned by utilizing the var-
ious controls on the front panel and t}re test
points of the printed-circuit cards. The vlf-
12B, as with most sophisticated digitalJogic
electlonic equipment, contains both solid-state
lnd standard components. The isolation and
remedy of all malfunctions are fairly straight-
forward, utilizing standard troubleshooting
techniques. The major trouble analysis aids
employed in these techniques are the block
and schematic diagrams, the principles of op-
clation contained in chapter 3, and the external
signal generators and oscilloscopes. It is as-
sumed that maintenance personnel will utilize
the inCividual module schematics referenced
in chapter 3 as an aid in trouble analysis.

b. All card assemblies, except the RF and
IF, are provided *'ith easily accessible test
points after each circuit element. Rapid trou-
bleshooting of the individual assemblies is
thus facilitated by using the test points in
conjunction u'ith the schematic diagrams. A
malfunction can generally be localized to a
particular circuit by using the test points pro-
vided. When a malfunotioning card assembly
is replaced by a spare, the test that isolated
the assembly should be repeated to ascertain
that the replacement is operating properly.

c. Examples of tlpical trouble analysis are
given in the follou'ing paragraphs and table
,1-1. These paragraphs present the method of
suggested trouble analysis that can be used to
detect, localize, and isolate the equipment
lnalfunctions. Thev also provide suggested
remedies for the correction of the typical mal-
functions; they are not intended to be con-
sidered as the only way to analyze malfunc-
tions, but are intended to serve as procedural
guides to the overall troubleshooting methods.
ln addition to the suggested tlpical trouble
analysis paragraphs, it is necessary to use the
block and schematic diagrams and other such
material as required to follot' a malfunction
to its point of origin.
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d. Trouble analysis of equipment malfunc-
tions is to be perforrned from the test points
and front panel controls as a fimt step. From
this point, block and schematic diagrams are
utilized to localize and isolate the malfunction
and effect a satisfactory remedy. When the
remedy appears satisfactory, test the operation
of the repaired part of the equipment by per-
forming the applicable portion of its opera-
tional procedure. Localization of malfunctions
and remedies are dependent upon the skill of
maintenance personnel. Iogical go and no-go
approaches to trouble isolation are recom-
mended as the most efficient trouble-analysis
procedurm. Troubleshooting the equipment
generally requires standard si8nal tracing and
the use of some circuit-substitution techniques.
The functional block diagrams and schematic
diagrams aid in narro*'ing the location of a
malfunction to a component on a particular
card assembll., and should be consulted at all
times. Repair can usually be effected by re-
placement of the faulty card assembly or com-
ponent from a reserve supply. The following
are general recommendations for troubleshoot-
ing and repair:

(1) When possible, troubleshoot the
equipment u'ith power OFF. When required
to troubleshoot lrith energized equipment,
exercise care to avoid accidental grounding,
short circuit, or arc-over that may further dam-
age the equipment, and also complicate trouble
analysis and repair.

(2) During all tr.oubleshooting and r+
pair procedures, use soldering irons, other
hand tools, test equipment, and test probes
carefully to avoid short circuits, grounds, or
mechanical damage to the wiring of compo.
nents. After repairs, restore lead installation
to its original condition.

(3) When pulling out, or pushing in,
slide-mounted card assemblies, position care-
fully to avoid damage. Do not attempt to re-
move card assemblies s'ithout the use of an
extraction tool, as damage could result 'to the
card assembly or ils associated pin sockets.

(4) With due regard to the general
mechanical ruggedness of diodes and transis-
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tors, these devices can be destroyed or per-
manenty damaged by the effects of heat and
electrical overload that could accidently be
applied during routine maintenance and check-
out. Transistor and diode circuits are frequenL
ly sophisticated in design and operation, a.nd
trouble analysis and repair for these circuits
can be complicated by such hidden damage.

(5) When soldering transistor or diode
leads to printed-oircuit terminals, we a
grounded heat sink to prevent damage that
could be caused by heat or the leakage of elec-
trical current. A grounded heat sink mig:ht
consist of a short length of heavy, insulated,
flexible wire with an alligator clip soldered to
each end. Before soldering the subj ect diode
or transistor leads, connect one of the alligator
clips to the transisor or diode lead between
the body of the device and the point to tre
soldered, when possible. Ground the other
alligator clip to the chassis.

(6) When soldering near a dide or
transistor, place a piece of thermal insulating
material between the soldering iron and the
device, to prevent heat damage,

,(7) Whm a card assembly is suspected
of being malfunctioning, it should be replaced
by one of the same type that is known to be
good. In the event that suitable card spares
of tbe tlae required are not available, it is
adrrisable to have an equipment log placed on
each rack or cabinet to record when one is re-
moved from another equipment for substitu-
tion. This "notice" method if card assembly
removal should describe the type of card, grve
its location, and bear the date and signature of
the responsible person. In this way, unneca-
sary trouble analysis and malfunction isolatiott
are avoided.

(8) Pamgraph 4-6a provides a step-by-
slep procedure that may be used as an orpera-
tional check of the vlf-l2B, or utilized as a
troubleshooting test to localize malfunctions
to a card assembly. Before performing any of
the tests given in the following paragraphs,
the usual preliminary checks should be made.
That is, make sure that a'll power is correctly
applied, that all equipment is energized, and
that all controls are properly positioned on
all units. Paragraphs 4-6b through 4-6e are
further troubleshooting procedures that can

be utilized for isolating malfunctions to an
individual component, Alignment and calibra-
tion procedures for the vlf-12B are given in
paragraph 4-8. The removal and installation
instructions are provided in paragraph t[-7.

4-5. Trouble Anolysis Procedures

a. Gene'ral,. A logical step-by-step proce-
dure should be followed in isolating a mal-
function in any electronic equipment. The first
step in intelligent troubleshooting is to be-
come familiar with the principles of operaHon
of the equipment. Chapter 3 of this volurne
con;tains the theory of operation for the vlf-
128. Once the theory is thoroughly under-
stood, troubleshooting can proceed. The fol-
lowing subparagraphs detail the methotls to
be used with the vlf-128.

W arning :'lVhen troubleshooting the vlf-
12B, use caultion at points of high voltage.
Although the highest voltage utilized is ap-
proximately 120 vac, caution shoutd be exer-
cised in working with the equipment. Many
deaths have resulted from ONLY lX)-vac
lines. If no voltage or warneforrn measure-
ments are to be made, disconnect the main
power,

(l) Operational check. Many troublee
can be isolated by using the operational check.
Refer to chapter 2 of this volume for the op-
erating instructions and the pr,eoperational
check procedure. The vlf-128 contains six
key test points that con be monitor"ed by a front
panel meter and selected by the METER
FUNCTION switch. Additional localization
can be obtained by observing the CARRIER
and PWR/STD indicators and by monitoring
the audio output of the speaker on tle front
panel. Table 4-1 provides operational checks;
it lists the check to be performed, the normal
indication that should be obtained, and a pos-
sible malfunction ,that could prevent the nor-
mal indication.

(2) Localization of fault to a specifi.c
assemblg. The vlf-l2B is basically constructed
of plug-in circuit modules on printed-circuit
oards. This method of construction is utilized
for ease in maintenance. Figure 3-9 illustratcs
a top view of the unit, with the covers removed,
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to show the location of all printed-circuit
cards.

(3) Waoeform clteck. ll the malfunction
cannot be isolated to a specific module through
the operational check or the functional check,

utilize an osc,illoscope to observe the wave-
forms of the various operating card assem-
blies. Paragraph 4-6b provides the procedure

to use in waveform troubleshooting.
(4) Signat substitution checlr. The use

of signal substitution checks is often very
useful in localizing malfunctions in certain
areas. This is especially true in the RF, IF,
and audio sections. The method consists gen-

erally of injecting an audio or RF signal of
known frequency and amplitude, from a sig-
nal generator or equivalent source, into the
various input points, and then observing the
output results. The procedure for this method
is explained in paragraph 4-6c.

SteD

1

11

l,l

t2

10

n!trotlon l chick or lYmptom

Turn receiver poller on.

Turn CHANNEL
SELECTOR to a vlf
station.

METER FUNCTION
selector on -12V.
METER FUNCTION
selector on +12V.
METER FUNCTION
gelector on CARBIER.

METER FUNCTION
selector on PHASE.

METER FUNCTION
selector on 100KC.
METER FUNCTION
selector on 100PPS.

Check{or local standard
input.

Receiver tracking prop-
e y but no audio tone'

Clicking sound from
speaker.

Check SERVO selector
on +SLEW.
Check SERVO selector
on -SLEW,
Check SIRVO selector
on CUTOUT ON.

T abl,a .4-1. Oparat;'oltu\ Chrckl

Noml irilicition

POWER ON indicator thould
lisht.

Station is heard on speaker,
and receiver should begin track-
ing. As indicated on MICRO-
SECONDS counter, CARRIER
indicator lamp should be off.
Meter on red mark.

Meter on red mark.

Meter in green area; CAREIER
lamp off.

Meter in green area; receiver
tracking.

Meter in gteen area.

Meter in green area.

PWR STD indicator is off.

1-kc audio ftom speaker.

Normal 1-kc sigral ltom vlf
station.

MICROSECONDS counter
advances.

MICROSECONDS counter
retards.
MICROSECONDS counter
should return approximately
t original position.

Pstble lault

Burned-out indicator lalnp; ac
power not connecttd; blolcn
fuses usually indicate other in-
ternal problems.

-{ntenna disconnected ; station
not transmitting ; attenuation
set too high; defective RF or IF
module.

Power supply module (A20) not
functioning.
Power supply module (A20) not
functioning.
IF and agc module (A16) not
functioning when lamp is ofl
and meter is not in green area.

Servo system not functioning.
Check modules A14, A15, and
A18.
Check module A14.

Divider chain not working.
Check output divider chain
modules A21, A22, and
A2g.
Indicator lamp burned out;
local standard not functioning
or disconnected. Module A14
or A24 not functioning.
Module A16 or A19 not func-
tioning.
Synthesizer not counting or
locking properly. Check A7,
A8, A9, A12, and A13.
Defective servo motor.

I)efective servo motor.

Servo motor, module .{15, 418,

4-6
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(5) Guin measru'ement clzeck. Some ma-l-
functions that a.re difficult to isolate can often
be found by making a gain measurement check.
This method consisb of measuring the gain
(in decibels) of tlose stages where large var-
iations in gain could produce imprroper op-
eration. The proredures are explained in para-
graph 4-6c.

(6) Card u,ssembly substitutions, Once a
malfunction is isolated to a card assembly, the
faulty card can be replaced by one that is
known to be good. Detemination of the com-
ponent(s) that is malfunctioning on the faulty
card assembly can be made by utilizing the
procedures given in paragraph 4*6r. For ex-
pediency in the field, where facil,ities are not
available to allon' repair of the individual card
assemblies, it is recommended that the mal-
functioning card assembly be replaced by a
new card assembly.

b. Wa'"-ef orm Trouble Ana.l,Esis
(1) In order to obtain the waveforms

for trouble anallysis, it is necessary to remove
the top covers of the card assembly containers,
thus exposing the test points. To assure pr.oper
u'aveforms, adjust the oscil'loscope (Tektronix
rnodel 561A or equivalent) controls to obtain
the settings given for each waveform shown
in table 4-2. Small deviations due to compo-
nent tolerances are to be expected. Horvever,
any major deviation in a waveform, or the
lack of a u'aveform, indicates a malfunotion in
that card assembly, requiring further troutlle-
shooting.

(2) Since the magnitude of their wave-
forms is too small to have any meaning, the
RF and IF modules do not harc test points
available. To deter-rnine whether these modules
are malfunclioning, rnonitor the front panel
speaker for an audible output. A lack of audio
output from the speaker indicates that the RF
and IF stages are not functioning properly.
The CARRIER indicator on the front panel is
also energized, if the malfunction is due to
the absence of the carrier. Troubleshooting of
these stages is performed by signal substitution
(para 4-6c).

(3) The frequency of the waveforms at
the local oscillator varies by 100-cps incre-
tlents, depending upon the position of t}re
front panel thumbwheel CIIANNEL SELEC-

TOR su.itches. When the switches are operated
to the 10.0-kc position, the local oscillator fre-
quency is 22.25 kc, and when operated to the
30.0-kc position, the local oscillator frequency
is 42.25 kc. When the 60-kc option is used,
the local oscillator frequency is below the in-
coning 60-kc sieral (60.00 kc - 12.25 kc --
47.74 kc). This corresponds to operating the
ihumbwheel CHANNEL SELECftR switches
to 35.5 kc; however, it is not necessary since
the 60-kc position of the RANGE - KC con-
trol bypasses the thumbwheel switches and
selects the proper divisor from the synthesizer
to produce a local oscillator frequency of 47.75
kc. Since the voltage-controlled oscillator is
operated at tll'ice the local oscillator frequencl',
its output is 95.5 kc when the 60.0-kc channel
is selected.

(4) Although only the key test points
are available at the top of the printed-circuit
card assemblies, many other rvaveforms and
measurements can be obtained by using the
extender card supplied with the vlf-12B ao-
cessory kit. Be s,ure to use the special card
extractor every time a module is removed for
testing or service.

t:. Signal Substitution and G in Measure-
ment.

(1) Troubleshooting of the RF and IF
modules can be accomplished by injecting a
signal of known frequency and amplitude into
the antenna input. An excellent signal source
is available from the rear panel BNC connec-
tor that provides a corrected 10-kc outpu't. To
prevent overloading the vlf-12B, insert a step
attenuator in the coaxial line to obtain an in-
put signal magrritude of 1 millivolt peak-to-
peak or 0.35 millivolt rms. Access to RF mod-
ule test points is obtained by removing the
module; access is obtained through use of the
standard printed-circuit card extender.

(2) Remove module A2 and insert a
10,000-ohm resistor as a dummy load between
pin 23a of module A1 and ground. Adjust
the DR ATTENIIATION switch on the front
panel to 0 db before making the waveform
and gain measurements. The frequency of the
signal rvaveform before the mixer stage is 10.0
kc; after the mixer stage, the waveform fre-
quency is 12.25 kc. The gain throughout the
stages varies; however, the overall gain from
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TABLE 4-2. WAYEFORM TROUBLE ANALYSIS CTIAR'I'

REF DEs

Time Bose 20 $ec/cn
verricol AmP. 2,0 v/cm
Sync lnt

Time Sose 50 usec/cm
Verticol Amp ,v/cn
Sync Exr @ A5-TP8

A5

A5

Time Bose 2 ns/cn
Verricol Amp 5 "/cnSync Exr @ A5-TP8

A5

T;me 8o5e 5ns/cn IP-7, 5 usec,/cm IP-S
verricol Amp ?.o\ /cn IP-7,2v/cnIp_I
Sync Exr 'q) A5-TPB

A5

A5

NORMAL MODE
2ND MIXER

3 FLIP-FLOPS AND GA

4-8
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Time Bose l0 !sec/c6 {Sei Chonne Seleciorl9kc)
Vericol Amo l0v,.tm
Svnc E't I a5-r*

Tiie Bose l0 u5ec./'cm (Set Cho.nel Selector l9kc)
Verl;co Amp 5y /cn
Sync Ert ! A5-TP8

Time Bose 50 ,,se.,'.m
Verticol Amp 5"./cm
Sync Ext , A5-TP8

TABLE 4-2. WAVEFORM TROUBLE ANALYSE CHART (Cont)

LOCAL OSCILLATOR
AND VCO

MO0-r0
(uNlTs DlvlDER)

4.-0
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TABLE 4-2. WAVEFORM TROUBLE ANALYS$ CHART (Cont)

Tim. Bose 50 oec,/cm
Veaicol Amp 5 v,/cm
Sync txt ? A5-TP8

lrme ao5e ) m5 cm

Verii.ol Anp 5 v.,'cm

Sync Ext r'A5-TP8

Time Bose o.sms/ch
Verticol Amp 5 r/cm
Sync Ext @ A5-TP8

Tioe Bore 2 ms c-
Verticol Amp 5 v;cm
Sync frt 'L A5-Tl8

MOD-r0
(UNIIS DIVIDER)

FOUR TtIP-FLOPS
(HUNDREDS DIVIDER)

It-I0
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TABLE 4-2. WAVEFORM TROUBLE ANALYSIS CI{ART (Cont)

DE5REF MODULE TEST POINT WAVE FORM

A9

A9

a l0

A t0

a t0

Al0

a 10

A t0

FOUR FLIP-FLOPS
(HUNDREDS DIVIDER)

(cont)

ONE.SHOT AND
RESE'

SYNTH!SIZIR PHASE DE-
TECTOR (SLOV/- t.OOP)

TP5

1n

TF3

1P4

Time Bose 2 ns/cn
Verticol Amp 5 v/.n
Sync Exr a@ A5-TPBffiffi
Time sose s usec/cm
Verricol Amp s v/cn
Sync Ext .4 A5-Tp8ffi
rutr5ffi

Time Bose o sms,tn
Verticol Amp 5 v./.n
Sync Exr .! A5-Tp8

Ti6e Bose 2 ns,/c6
Verticol Amp 1 v/cn
Sync ait i A5-T23

---=--=ErurrI
4-I r



TABLE 4-2. WAVEFORM TROUBLE ANALYS$ CHART (Cont)

MODULE TEST POINT,

Ar3

At3

A2t

a2l

a2l

a2l

421

A21

a21

A'21

5YN]HESlZER PHASE DE-
TECTOR (FAST LOON

IOOKC AMPLIFIER
AND PHAsE SHIFTER

MOD-r0 r00 Kc
TO IO KC DIVIDiR

TPI

1?2

TP3

TP4

TP!

IN

1n

1P4

TP5

TPI

lP2

IP7

TP8

Tioe Boi€ 2 ns/cn
Ve icol Anp 5 v/cm
sync Exi O A7-Tm (,rPl),A3-IP2 (Itrc
W
Time Bdse s usec/cm
Verticol Arp 5 v/cm
Sync Ext i@ AI4-TP4ffiffi
Time Bose 20 !se./.n
Ve.ticol Amp 5 vtm
Sync Ext @ A23-TP8ffiffiffiffirc
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TABLE 4-2. WAVEFORM TROUBLE ANALYSIS CHART (Cont)

422

a.22

422

422

l,22

A22

A22

WAVE FORM

Time sose a.2 ns/cn
Verticol Amp 5 "/.nSync Ext i? A23-TPB

Tihe Bose 2 ns,/cm
Vert;col Amp 5 "/cnSync Ext , A23-TP8

a23

423

MOO-r0 t0Kc
TO ] KC DIVIDER

MOD-10 I KC TO
:OO PPS DIVIDER

TP]

tn

t73

1?1

TP5

TP6

IN

TP8

I

4- t3
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TABLE 4-2. WAVEFORM TROLIBLE ANALYSE CHART (Cont)

Time Bose 2 ns/cn
Veri;col Amp 5 v,/cm

Sync Ext @ A23-TP8

Time Bose s0 !sec,/cm OPI),5usec/.n(TP2)
Verricol Am. 1vlcn

t.r . A23-T P8

Time Bose 5msrtm (TP3),0.sms,/cm (TPa)

Vertico Amp I 
"r'cmSync Ert '! A23-TP8

A-25

A2
A3

At5

Ar6

Al8

Al9
A20

Amplitude Vories wilh Atrenuotor Setti.g
(Fd olignmeni on ly)

DC Eror Sisnol Chopped ot Approx I kc
DC Ero. Signol
Approx I kc Audio (Code)

zero (Gro!nd)
.t2 v Dc
-]2 V DC

Zdo (Grolnd

NONE
NON E

I P1,2,& 3

NONE

TPI &2
NON E

TPI &2
TP3&4

IPI
TPI
IP2
TP3

MOD- ]O I KC TO
IOO PPS DIV]DER

OUTruT BUFFERS

RF AMP & I5T MIXER
IF, & AGC AMPLIFIERS

X4 MULTIPLIER

SERVO & AGC PHASE

DETECTOR

IKC IF AMP
SERVO CUTOUT
SERVO MOTOR DRIVE

AUDIO AMPLIFIER

+ I2V POWER SI]PPLY
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the antenna input to the output at pin 23a of
module A1 should be apploximately 55 db,
rvhen measuled lrith a Hes'lett-Packard model
,100D ac vacuum-tube voltmeter or equivalent.

(3) Utilizing the same setup given in
paragraph 4-6r(1) above, observe the wave-
forms and measul'e the gain of IF amplifier
module A2. Remove the dummy load inserted
in paragraph 4-6r(2) and re-inserl module
.\2. Then remo\:e ser\ro and agc phase detector
rnodule Al5, and connect a jumper act oss C13
on the IF amplifier card to remove the agc
r.oltage. The lvavefoun throughout the IF
amplifier card is sinusoidal, rvith a frequency
of 12.21> kc. The overall gain from pin 7H to
pin 18V is approximately 75 db w'ithout agc.
This leplesen!s a vo)lage gain of approxi-
rlately 10,000. ln order to prevent overloading
of the final stage, the DB ATTENUATION
switch must be used to decrease the input volt-
age at pin 28 to approximately 100 millivol s
peak-to-peak.

(4) The second IF stage (module A16)
can also be tested in a similar manner. This
module consists basically of tu"o separate l-kc
IF sections. The first section is composed of
Ql through Q3, and is used to provide a 1-kc
carrier monitol from a BNC connector on the
rear panel. This output is used for time "ticks"
and as an audio output. The Q1-Q3 section
produces a gain of approximately 30 db. The
second section, consisting of Q4 through Ql1,
exhibits a bandrvidth of 50 cps, and is used

for vlf tracking operations. The gain of the
second section is approximately 32 db. In order
to measule the gain of this stage, perforrn the
follorving steps:

(a ) Remove module A4.
(b) Using an audio signal generator

( Heslett-Packard model 200CD), connect a
signal rrhose amplitude is approximately 10
rnillivolts to pin 4D.

(r) Using an oscilloscope (Tektronix
model 5614) ol' an ac vacuum-tube voltmeter
( lleri'lett-Packard model 400D), measure the
gain of the first section at pin 10L.

(d) Disconnect the audio signal gen-

erator output flom pin 4D, and connect it to
pin 14R.

(e) Using an oscilloscope or ac vac-
uum-tube voltmetel', measure the gain of the
second section at pin 23a.
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(5) Slight variations of 1 or 2 decibels
in the gain measuremenLs do not indicate a
malf unction. Ho*'ever, variations greateor than
this do indicate that a stage is not operating
properly. In this case, further ohecks should
be made to determine which component or
components may be defective.

d,, 76.8- to 100-KC Conueiter (A24) Trotr
ble s IL o oting I nstr ucti.ons.

(1) Failure of the ?,6.8-kc to 100-kc con-
verter may be suspected by failure of the vlf-
12B tc lrack N-hen the INTERRTIPT WARN-
ING light remains out. This can be verified by
srvitching the front panel IIETER FUNC-
TION switch to the 100KC or 100PPS posi-
tion. If the meter fails to read in the green
area u,'hen in the 100KC poeition and the
INTERRUPTI WARNING light rumains out,
a square converter card should be substituted.
It should be noted, however, that if the IN-
TERRUPT WARNING ligM is on, it is prob-
able that the 76.8-kc to 100-kc converter is
functioning properly, but that the local fre-
quency standard or the 100-kc amplifier and
phase shifter card has failed. Moreover, if in
the 100KC position of the METER FUNC-
TION su'itch the meter reads properly, but
in the 100PPS position i does not read in the
green, then the trouble can exist elsewhere,
but not in the 76.8-kc to 100-kc converter.

(2) An oscilloscope such as the Tektronix
model 561A should be used to check the xrave-
forrn and frequency of TP1 of the A24 (?6.8-
kc to 100-kc converter) card. The v'aveform
should be a square wave of approximately 6

volts peak-to-peak, and have transition times
of less than 1 microsecond. The frequency
should be exactly 384 kc (depending on the
accuracy of the local standald). Failure of the
input X5 multiplier t'ill cause the signal at
TP1 to vary from these conditions. If these
corrditions are met, failure has occttrred far-
ther do*,n the divider chain. The following
test points should be tested in the same man'
ner, and should give the ind'icated tesults:

TP:2 Squar'-" lvave 1 /6ec tlansition times 64 kc
TP.3 Square $'ave I ,usec transltion times ts20 kc
TP4 Square lvave 1 rrsec transition times 80 kc
TFi Square ',r"ave 1 psec transition times 400 kc
TP6 Square u'ave 1 ,osec transition times 100 kc
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(3) If the signal to TP6 is normal, then
failule has occnlred elservhere. The trouble
can then be localized by continuing to check
several test points in the leference divider
chain.

c. )lrlitttrr.tiott lsolutirtu Within a Mod.el
(1) lf facilities are available fot'the re-

pail of individual card a-qsen.iblies, the fol-
lowing palaglaphs prolide useful information
fol isolating a malfunction to a specific com-
ponents. \1'hen iso'lating malfunctions'vvithin
a module, the extender cald is used. The
lenglh of the signitl and gt'ound leads is in-
creased, anrl the shielding b1- the cald assembly
"incket" is not alailable to the cald on the
extender'. ln tiris case, sonie cards rrith high-
gain cilcuits mav erhibit shortly varying
chalactelistics that do not exist rrhen the card
is inselted into its applopriate connector ir,
the "bucliet." Such occulrences ale no[nal,
and should be ignored duling troubleshooting.

(2) Al$'als make a visrtal inspectir-rn of
the cald assembl)' nndet test to filst detelmine
rvhethel thele ale any bnlnecl con'rl)onents ol'
lrool soldel ioints. SLrch obvious faults can be
founrl rr:ithout extensive troubleshooting.

(3) Obselle the input and output t'ave-
folm of each stage $-ithin a module. The rvave-
shapes of some modules have little ol no mean-
ing; this is esDecially tlue in the servo section,
s'hele ellol signtils appeal as dc lerels. Some
expelience in tloubleshooting is requiied in
ordel to detelmine exact)1' rrhat is expected at
each cilcuit. lt is also impoltant th:rt mainte-
nance lieisonnel be tholoughlr familial l'ith
the theor'1' of opelation.

(-1) In those strges rlhele the u'ave-
shapes htn'e little ol no nreaning, voltnge
measu|elrents aIe he)Dfu]. The |oltagc levels
at the bnse, collector', and emittel of a tran-
sistot' at'e often helpful in detelmining rvhich
stage is defective, and also quite often helpful
in detel mining a malfnnctioning comltonent.
.{lways use a vacunm-tube voltmetel s'ith a
high input impedance, since a metel with a
lriu' internal impedanre rr-ould tend to load
the circujt ancl thus ltlorluce er.r'oneous lesults.

(ir) An open ol shor.teri tlansistor.can be
located b1' mal<ing lesistance nreasur.ements at
the junctions of the tlansisto;,. A nor.mal tr.an-
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sistor displays a high lesistance in one direction
and a lou'r'esistance when the ohmmeter leads
aIe reversed. The exact Value of base-to-emit-
ter, base-to-collector, or emiLter-to-collectol
lesistance varies with the different transistor
types. Hou'ever, a short ol open circuit can
easill'be detected t'ith this pt'ocedure.

Caution: Ascertain that the input pow-
el is diseonnected and that the module is re-
moved flom the vlf-l2B when making resist-
ance m.oasurements. Check the circuit sche-
matic to determin€ whether I'esistors or other
components are shunting the transistor, thus
ploducing elroneous indications. If other com-
ponents are shunting the transistor', it is nec-
essal y to disconnect one of the junctions of
that component before the pt'oper resistance
measurement cirn be obtained.

(6) A transistor u'ith lou' H,. or high
1,", can be found only by removing the tran-
sistol flom the printed-cilcuit card and using
a transistor. checkel to test its parameters.
Tlansistot's that displa-v characteristics exceed-
ing the manufacturer's specification by more
than 10 pelcent s}rould be replaced.

rI-7. Removol ond Replocemenl
(. Genr:ruL. When component parts are le-

placed on the printed-circuit cards, exelcise
care to avoid damaging othel components on
the cald. Befole lemoving a palt, the card
should be placed in a simple card holdel' that
is designed to allorv access to all parts of the
cald, and 1'et seculely hold the card. Parts ma1'
then be lemoved and leplaced as directed in
the follou'ing steps. Additional instructions
ale plovided in TB SIG 222.

(1) Use the TL-705//U soldeling iron
to melt the soldel at one joint of the compo-
nent being removed. Do not apply more heat
than is necessary to melt the solder'. At the
same time, use a sylinge rvith a teflon tip to
remove the melted solder at the joint.

(2) Use a sharp knife ol simi)al tool to
pick up the bent lead from the joint whele
the solder is removed.

(3) On the opposite side of the car'(1, use
a pail of needle-nose pliels to grip the lead of



the component to be removed. Exert a slight
even pull *'hile simultaneously using a sol-
dering iron to heat the joint on the other side.
Repeat this procedure for all Ieads on the
tomponent until it can be removed,

(4) Be sure that all excess solder is re-
mor,ed from the holes in the printed-circuit
card before replacing the component.

(5) Bend the leads of the replacement
components until they are aligned with the
holes in the plinted-circuit card; then carefully
insert the component.

(6) Bend over the ]eads on the opposite
side of the plinted-circuit cald, and use a pair
of diagonal cutters to clip off the excess leads.

(7) Use a heat sink (para 4-bd) u.hen
relrlacing tlansistors and diodes, to prevent
possible damage to these devices.

b. Rtplatentent of Factory-Selected Com-
ponents. The following assemblies contain
componenLs that are factory-selected: IF and
agc amplifiels, A2; normal-mode second mix-
er, A4; 100-kc amplifiers and phase shifter,
A1,1; 1-kc IF amplifier, A16; and the :t 1Z-volt
powel supply, A20. If replacement of factory-
selected components becomes necessary, per-
form the follox'ing value selection procedure:

(l) IF atd agc amplifiers,42. Resistor'
R34 (fig. 3-12) is used to calibrate the front-
panel metel fol carrier indication. The value
lange of the resistols used should be 330 ohms
to 620 ohms in increments of 30 ohms to 60
ohms u'ith a nominal value of 390 ohms.

(c ) Turn IIETER FUNCTION switch
to CARRIER.

(b) Substitute resistors, stal'ting with
the nominal value (390 ohms), until the front-
panel meter leads in the green alea and the
CARRIER lamp is off.

(2) *vorntal-mod.e second mimr, A4. "Ihe
value of capacitor C3 (fig. 3-13) establishes
the resonant point of the 45-kc tank crircuit of
Ll and C3. The value range of the capacitois
used should be 250 pf to 620 pf in increments
of 20 pf to 40 pf u'ith a nominal value of 430
pf.

(o) Connect the oscilloscolre to TPI
and adjust to obtain u'aveform shox'n in table
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the nominal value (430 pf), until correct out-
put is obtained.

(3) 100-kc omplifier and phttse &mplifiet',
.414. Resistor R24 (fig.3-27) is used to cali-
brate the front-panel meter for 100-kc indica-
tion. The resistor values used are 110K, 120K,
and 130K (nominal value).

(a) Turn IIETER FI.INCTION su'itch
to 100 XC.

(b) Substitute lesistors, starting with
the nominal value (130K), until the front-
panel meter reads in the center of the green
area.

(4) 1-kc omltlifier, A16. The value of
capacitor C10 (fig. 3-22) establishes the reso-
nant point of the l-kc tank circuit of L2, C8,
and C10. The value lange of the capacitors
should be 1200 pf to 2700 pf in increments
of 100 pf to 200 pf with a nominal value of
1800 pf.

(n) Connect oscilloscope to TP1.
(b) Substitute capacitors, starting with

the nominal value (1800 pf), until maximum
1-kc signal is obtained on oscilloscope.

(5) +- 1z-"rolt potoer suppLy. The value
of resistor R4 (fig. 3-25) controls the thresh-
old bias of currentJimiting transistor Q2. The
value range of the resistors used should be
lK to 3K in increments of 100 ohms to 300
ohms with a nominal value of 2K,

(o) Turn I,IETER FUNCTION switch
to t- 12V.

(l.t) Substitute lesistors, starting with
the nominal value (2K), until the reading on
the front-panel meter starts to drop.

(c) Select as the leplacement for R4
the resistor substituted just before the meter.
reading started to drop.

c. Remo'"-able Assemblies. Procedures are
given for the removal of the following assem-
blies:

(1) Chart recorder.
(2) Servo assembly (A27), which in-

cludes the sel'vo motor, MICROSECONDS
counter, precision potentiometer, phase shifter,
and associated gear train,

(3) Digital thumbwheel switches (A28).
(4) DC-to-dc converter.
(5) SERVO selector switch (S8).
(6) IIETER FUNCTION switch (S7).([t) Substitute capacitors, stalting with
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(7) RF module (A1).

Nore. With the exception of the serTo assem-
bly, it is recommended that all other conlponents be

replaced as a complete unit. The chart recorder should
I'p rpturnod to high{.r echelon for repairs.

rl, PreIintinuty Inslrultiotts. In oldel' to te-
rnove and lelrlace the assemblies listed in pat'a-
graph ,1-7b, it is first necessary to lemove the
vlf-128 flom the cabinet, zrnd then proceed
as follorvs:

(1) ODen the t'eal doot of ba1- ? (Ltnit 2),
and ploceed as follou's:

(r) Renrove the pouet t'old ft'om tht:
rrc leceptacle.

(/r) Disconnect the antenna tt'iaxial
cable flont the antenna 50-ohm receptac)e (.I1).

(r) Disconnect the coaxial cable flom
the IOCAL STD inpr.rt lecoptacle (J3).

(2) Open the front dool of ba)' 2 (unit
2), and temole the foul panel scleu's and ctrlt
rrashels s'hich secule the vlf-1?B to the cabi-
llet fi'ame.

(3) Calefullt $'ithdra$' the vlf-12B on
its chassis lails until the mechanic,al limit stops
ale leached; then lelease the catches on each
chassis lail and r.emove the vlf-l2B from the
chassis lails.

a. Chatt Rerotder. The follorring steps sup-
pl1' the instructions for removal and replace-
ment of the chart recorder:

(1) Remove the top and bottom cor,er.s
of the vlf-128.

(2) Disconnect the plug at the r.ear of
the lecorder..

(3) At the top of the lecor.der., remove
the trlo lecoldel letaining scretvs.

(.1) Open the ft'ont panel of the r.ecolder
and lemove the tl'o sctervs from the bottom
of the lecor.der.

(5) \\'ithdlaw the lecor.der.flom the fr.ont
panel of the vlf-l2B.

(6) Reverse the pr.ocedure of steps (1)
thlough (5) to r.eplace the recotder..

l. Sei'r,o Assentltlg ( A2Z ) . The following
sleps should be utilized fol lemoval ancl in-
stallation of the se|r,o assembly:

(1) Remove the chalt lecolder. (par.a 4-
7d\ .

(2 ) Remor.e the tv.o scleu.s that hold
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the cover plate to the servo motot, and un-
solder the trvo motol leads.

(3) Remove the three screws that hold
the top covel of the servo assembly, and un-
soldel the red, purple, and s'hite leads (from
the soldel telminals near the front of the as-
sembly) leading to the potentiometer. Also
unsolder the three coaxial leads from the phase
shifter.

Note. When unsoldering leads frorn any assem-
bl!, use identification tags on the leads to assist iD

attaching the leads to the same assemblies from rvhich
they Nere removed.

(,1 ) Remove the knob and SERVO switch
assembly.

(5) On the front 1-ranel studs, remove
the foul nuts that hold the assembly in place.

( 6 ) Remove the serr.o assembly f rom the
top of the vlf- 12B.

-\ole. When the servo assembly is removed fronr
the receiver, the servo motor, phase shifter, and pre-
cision potentiometer can be removed.

(7) Remove the servo motor as follou's:
(a) Loosen the two setscrevrs on the

motor'-shaft coupling.
(b) Remove the two screws that hold

the motor to the servo assembly body.
(c) Withdras' the servo motor.
(d) Replace the selvo motor by revers-

ing steps (n) through (r:).
(8) Remove the phase shifter as follor-s:

(n,) Loosen the setscrerv on the shaft
coupling.

(b) Remove the three screws that hold
the phase shiftel to the servo assembly body.

(c) Withdrar. the phase shifter.
(d) Replace the phase shifter by revet's-

ing steps (o) through (r).
(9) Remove the precision potentiometer

as follows:
(a) Loosen the setscre*' on the shaft

coupling.
(b) Unsolder the three potentiometer.

leads.
(c) Loosen the two screws that hold

the potentiometer to the servo body.
(d) Withdrag' the precision potenti_

ometer.
(e) Replace the plecision potentiom-

eter by Ieversing steps (o) through (d).



(10) To replace the servo assembly, re-
verse steps (1) through (9) above.

g. Digitat Thumbtheel St'itclr. The fol-
lo$'ing steps plovide the procedure for re-
rnoval and replacement of the digital thuml>
rvheel switch.

(1) Remove the top and lxtttom covers
of the vlf-lZB.

(2) Remove the foul Sclews and lock
rvashers that hold the handles to the front
panel assembly.

(3) Loosen the trvo setsct ervs that hold
the attenuatol shaft to RF assembly A1A1;
disengage the coupling flom the shaft of
sx'itch A 151.

(4) Open the flont panel of the lecorder'
and remove the tl-o scret's from the bottom
of the lecorder'.

(5) On the flont panel studs, remove
the foul nuts that hold the switch in place.

(6) Unsolder and tag all leads to the
thumbwheel sv'itch.

(7) Tilt the front panel of the receiver
forrvald, and remove the thumbs'heel switch
from the panel assembly.

(8) To replace the digital thunibwheel
srvitch, reverse the procedure of steps (1)
through (7).

h. DC-tct-DC Cottucrter. The follou'ing
steps provide the procedure for removal and
installation of the dc conveI'ter'.

(1) Remove the top and bottom covers
of the r,lf-12B. On the real panel, remove the
foul scrervs that hold the line filter (FLl).
With all leads intact, Iay the line filtet aside
to gain access to the connections on the dc
conver.ter'.

(2) Unsoldel and tag leads to the fuse-
holder: then remove the fuseholder.

(3) Unsoldel and tag all leads to the dc
conver.ter.

(4) Remove the four screu's that secure
the dc convertel to the chassis.

(5) \4rithdraw the dc convertel from the
top of the vlf-128.

(6) To replace the dc converter', l'everse
the plocedures of steps (1) through (5).

i. Serro (58) ttnd lleter Function. (57)
Sllilches. The following plocedutes can be
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utilized to lemove and replace the SERVO
and IIETER FUNCTION selector switches:

(1) Unsolder and tag all leads to the
srvitch.

(2) On the front Panel, remove the
switch cr-rntrol knob.

(3) Remove the hexagonal nut that se-

cures the s*-itch to the front panel.

(4) Withdraly the srn'itch from the rear
of the front panel.

(5) Replace the su'itch by reversing the
procedure of steps (1) through (4).

.i. IiF llod u,le ( A t ) . 'the following steps
provide the pt'ocedule fol remolal and replace-
ment of RF module A1:

(1) Loosen the two setscrews on the
coulrling shaft of the attenuator.

(2) Remove the fout' screu's that secule
module A1 to the rear panel.

(3) Pull straight up to lemove the entire
module from it connector.

(4) Replace RF module A1 by reversing
the procedure of steps (1) through (3).

4-8, Alignment ond Colibrotion Procedures

a. General. The vlf-lzB is completely
aligned and calibrated at the factory. No fur-
ther alignment is required to place the unit in
operation. When repairs are made to the unit
by removing components from the printed-
circuit cards, replacement pads should be of
the same type to ensure that the designed ac-
curacy and precision of the equipment are 1'e-

tained. When components of the tank circuits
are replaced, they must be hand-selected to
achieve the proper frequency and bandpass
characteristics of the circuit. The only adjust-
ments that may be necessary are on the syn-
thesizer phase detector "slowJoop" (module
A12), servo and agc phase detectors (module
A15), servo cutout (module A17), and -'- 12-
volt power supply (module A20). The ad-
justments on these cards are necessary only if
lepair is performed that r,r'ould affect the cil'-
cuit.

b. Synthesizer PhtLse Detectot', Slotu-Loop
(A12). "fhis adjustment to the synthesizer
phase detector' "slow-loop" (module A12)
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sets the propel voltage to
trolled osciliator.

( 1) Remove module A12
extendel card.

the voltage-con-

and insert the

(2) Insert module A12 into the extendel'-
cald socket. Then use a jumper u'ire to sholt
C4; thjs eliminates the phase loop.

(3) Operate the CHANNEL SELECTOR
su'itch to 19.0 kc.

(,1) Applt' t)o\rel to the r,lf-12B.
(5) Use an oscilloscope (Tektronix mod-

cl 535A ol equivalent) to obset've the rvave-
folm at TP1. The waveform should be a 100-
cps s(Iuare u'ave s'ith a 100-pps pulse sttlter-
imposed on it.

(6) Adjust R22 on module A12 until
the 100-pps pulse coincides lvith the trailing
cdge of the s(lual'e \\'ave.

(7) Disconnect the oscilloscope, I'emove
the jumper flom C4, and remor-e the pou'er
from the vlf-12B.

(8) Re-inset't module A12.
c. Srt'r'o and AGC Phase Dater:tor (A15).

This adjustment to the selvo and agc phase
detector' (module A1i) is the phase detector
balance.

( 1) Remove the 12.25-kc IF amplifier
(module A2). This lemoves the signal to the
l,hase detectol, thus |educing noise.

(2) Apply porver to the vlf-12B.
(3) Opet'ate the NIETER FUNCTION

selector ss'itch to the PFIASE position.
(4) Adjust valiable resistor R11 on mod-

tule A15 until the flontlane'l meter indicates
in the green band.

.\role. Since there is a long time constant asso-
('iate(l Nith this circuit, it is necessary to \rait one or
t\\o minutes after adjusting R11, and then leadjust
as required to maintain the meter indication in the
(reen band,

(ir) Remove po$'el to the vlf-12B.
( 6 ) Replace module A2.

d. Serlo Ctioti (A17). This adjustment
lo the selvo cutout (module A17) is made to
set the carlier threshold level at g.hich the
servo rrill disconnect. The normal procedure
is to have the relay disconnect the ser.r'o s.hen
the antenna input falls belorr 0.003 microvolt,
and reconnect u'hen the input goes above 0.01
microvolt. The difference is caused by the
hysteresis in the relay circuit. A coherent sig-

r2o

nal at the antenna is required to perform this
adjustment. A coherent signal generator may
be used, or the 10-kc cohelent output from
the rear of the vlf-12B.

(1) Apply pot'er to the vlf-l2B.
(2) Use one of the two methods sug-

gested above, and connect a coherent signal
to the 50-ohm antenna input on the rear panel.

(3) If the 10-kc coherent signal from the
Ieat of the vlf-1zB is used, the signal level
must be measured by utilizing a calibrated
oscilloscope (Tektronix model 561A or equiv-
alent).

(4) When the exact voltage of the 10-kc
coherent signal is determined, use a step at-
tenuator of sufficient attenuation to reduce
the input at the antenna connector to voltages
Ianging from 0.003 to 0.01 microvolt.

(5) Operate the CHANNEL SELECTOR
su.itch to 10.0 kc.

(6) Adjust variable resistol RT on mod-
ule A17 until the CARRIER/PWR STD indi-
cator energizes as the voltage goes belo$' 0.003
microvolt, and deenergizes when the voltage
rises above 0.01 microvolt.

(7) Disconnect the coherent signal input
to the antenna.

(8) Remove power to the vlf-l2B.
e.. PLtrs and llin.us 12-1:olt Porer Supply

(420), "fhese adjustments to the ilz-volt
porver supply (module A20) set the vlf-lzB
voltages at plus and minus 12 volts.

(1) Apply porver to the vlf-12B.
(2) Connect the positive probe of a dc

voltmeter ( Hewlett-Packard model 4108 or
equivalent) to TPZ of module A20. Connect
the negative pl'obe to TPl (ground).

(3) Adjust variable resistor R15 on mod-
ule A20 until the dc voltmeter indicates + 12
vdc.

(4) Remove the positive probe from TP2.
(5) Operate the dc voltmeter for negative

voltage measurements.
(6) Connect the positive probe to TPB

of module A20; then connect the negative
probe to TP4.

(7) Adjust valiable I'esistor R17 on mod-
ule A20 until the dc voltmeter indicates -12
vdc.

(8) Remove both probes, and then re-
move the power from the vlf-l2B.
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STEPS I THROUGH 9 BELO}I/ ARE USEO WHEN REPLACING A CABLE CONNECTOR.
v\/HEN iHE REPAIR OF A BROKEN LEAD IS NEEOEO. OMIT STEPS I THROUGH 3I
AND-PROCEEDE \lv|]rH STEP 4 EXCEPT THAT IT MAY NOT BE NECESS^RY iO
SEFARATE IHE CONNECTOR BODY FROM THE INSERT (STEP 5).

PROCEDURE
I. CUT CABT.E OFF SAUARE AND EVEN

REMOVE CABI.E COVERING TO I.I/2
INCHES FROM END OF CABI-E.

2. CUt EXPOSEO r-EADS .i.O t-ll4
INCHES FROM END OF CABLE.

3, STRIP DIELECTRIC BACK I/]l
INCH FROM END OF EACH LEAD.

9.

7. ST.IDE SL.EEVING OVER SOLOEREO LUGs.,

St- IDE RUBBER BUSHINGI CLAMP
AOAPTER, CONNECTOR SHELLI GLAND
NU'TI AND CONNECTOR BODY ON CABLE.

YIN EACH LEADI PREFERABLY tsY AUICK
DIP IN 5OLDEF' PO'T AND PUT I/2 INCH
I-EN6TH OF 3/16 DIAMETER VINYL
SLEEV ING ON EACH LEAD.

SOLDER \^/IRES TO CONNECTOR. REFER
TO THE \'IRING DIAGRAM OF THE
CAEILE BEING REPAIRED FOR PROPER
CONNECTIONS.

PUSH INSERT INTO CONNECTOR BODY,
AND SECURE 1l\/ITH SPI-IT RIN6.
REASSE MBT-E GL.AND NUt, CONNECTOR
SHET-I., AND ADAPTER ON TO
CONNECIOR E|ODY,

ASSE MBLE CLAMP AND RUE|EER
BUSHING. MAKE STJRE RUBBE R
BUSH!NG IS OVER CABLE CO\/ERING
AND UNE,E R CLAMP BEFORE
TIGHTENING SC RE\^/S.

CLAMP SHOULD NEVER
TI6HTENED ON l/l/IRES
OF CAELE COVER ING.

BE

Figure l+-2. Multicond,uctor cable repait

E LSAgr-1t3-15/ 3-37
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CHAPTER 5

!LLUSTRATIONS

5-I. lllurtrotions in Pori lll (TM I I -5895-41 3-l 5 /3]
The illustrations in this manual include block diagrams, schematic diagrams, and parts place-

' ment illustrations. A list of illustrations is provided in the front of this manual.

5-2. lllustrotions in Port I (TM I I-5895-413-15/l) ond Pqrt ll (TM-l I-5895413-15/21
Illustrations for the station timing units are contained in TM 11-5895- 413-14/7 (Part I) and
in TM 11-5895-4L3-L4/2 (Part II).
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Fi.gure 5-3, Seco1i,tl miter assembhJ, Al (part No. 200151)
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Figloe 5-18.76.q-kc to 100-kc cotoetter assemblg, A2/, (po,rt No.200394)
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1, CR2 . 6-VOLT C LAI\IP DIODE
2, C5 - 425 pF, DETECTOR INTEGRATOR
3. CR3 - IO.VOLT CLAMP DIODE
4. CR1 - 6.VOLT CI,AMP DIODE
5. FL1 - RI'I LINE FILTEH

6. C4 . POWER.STTPPLY FILTER
7. C3 . POWER-SI]PP],Y EII,TE]1
8, Q3 - REGULATOR TR.A.NSIS'I'OR
9, Ql . REGULATOR TRANSISTOR

E L5395-4t 3-t !/3-60

Figt1rc 5-22. VLF-128 receiaer-TtlLaee co LpeLratot, hottol, !i?11
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APPENDIX

REFERENCES

- AFM 66-1 Maintenance Management (Air For.ce).
Commercial Literature Test Equiprnent for Autornatic Digital Message Switching Centers AN/

FYQ-42 (V) 1 Through AN/FYQ-4z (V)'12 and AN/FYQ-42 (V)Tl.
DA Pam 310-4 Index of Technical Manuals, 'Technical Bulletins, Supply Manuals (Tr-pes

7,8, and 9), Supply Bulletins, and Lubrication Orders.
DA Pam 310-7 U. S. Army Equipment Index of Modification Work Orders.
NAVSANDA Navy Sl,ock List of Forms and Publications Cognizance Symbol I.

Publication 2002
NW 00-l5PA-1 Soldering for Eleclric and Elecbronic Applications.
TB SIG 

"22 
Solder and Soldering.

TB SiG 364 Field Instructions for Painting and Preserving Electronics Command
Equipment.

TM 38-750 Army Equiprnent Record Procedur"es.
TrO-00-25-234 General Shop Practice Requirements for the Repair, Maintenance and

Tesbs of Electronic Equipmenb.
TO-0-1-01N Numer,ical Index and Requir,ements Tables, Numerical Index, Alphabet-

ical Indexes and Cross Reference Table Teohnical Orders (ADP Cabe-

sorv 00 ).
TO-31-1-75 Maintenance Engineering Standard General Mainbenance Practices.
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